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CONTENTS

PREFACE

To the beginner, even the simplest slide rule may appear very com
plex and difficult of mastery. Such a viewpoint should be avoided
because it is incorrect and because it is a real handicap in learning to
use a slide rule. The mistaken notion that a good slide rule is complex
is due to the fact that it is equipped with a multiplicity of scales so
that it may be used to solve a wide range of problems.

Actually, a slide rule would be a good investment as a timesaver
if it had nothing more than the two scales "C" and "1" for the
processes of multiplication and division. And this is exactly the
proper starting point for learning how to use a slide rule. Until the
"C" and "D" scales are mastered, all other scales are completely
ignored. Anyone, with nothing more than a background of simple
arithmetic, can learn to multiply and divide by the use of the "C"
and "D" scales in short order.

One step at a time this self-instruction manual makes clear the
purposes of ali other scales on the rule and the manner in which prob
lems involving powers, roots, proportions, trigonometrical functions,
logarithnæcal functions and combinations of these various mathe
matical considerations may be solved.

It is important to note all slide rules from the simplest to the most
expensive are based on the same fundamentals-that any problem
which can be solved on a simple rule is solved in the same manner or
even more simply on a better rule. The more expensive rules merely
provide more scales for solving problems the less expensive rules
cannot handle. This is an important consideration in selecting a slide
rule. . . because a rule should be purchased with its ultimate use in
mind, rather than the extent of the buyer’s mathematical training at
the time the purchase is made. As slide rules are normally purchased
for a lifetime of use, the more expensive rules are usually the best
investments as they not only provide the finest in materials and pre
cision construction, but a range of usefulness always adequate for the
needs of their owners.

Eugene Dietzgen Co.
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GENERAL THEORY AND CONSTRUCTION

1. The Slide Rule is a tool for rapidly making calculations. It is
an indispensable aid to the engineer and the scientist as well as to
the accountant, statistician, manufacturer, teacher, and student or
to ANYONE who has calculations to solve.

The theory of the SLIDE RULE is quite simple and with a little
practice proficiency in its operation may rapidly be developed. A
knowledge of the few principles which underlie the workings of the
Slide Rule will reduce the time required to learn its use as well as
give you a feeling of security in the operation-a feeling that makes
you know you are doing the right operation for the information you
want to obtain.

The beginner should have no difficulty in mastering the use of
the Slide Rule if he will study the instructions carefully and practice
the various exercises given. GO SLOWLY AND SURELY, and
much time will be saved and your errors will be few.

2. General Description.

The slide rule consists of three main parts, see Figure 1; the BODY
which is the fixed part of the rule, the SLIDE which can be moved
left or right between the BODY, and the INDICATOR which slides
either left or right on the face of the BODY and SLIDE. The IN
DICATOR has a fine hairline etched on the glass which is used for
accuracy of settings and for marking results.
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GENERAL THEORY AND CONSTRUCTION CONSTRUCTION OF "C" AND ‘‘D" SCALES

The mark on the scales associated with the primary number "1"
is called the index of the scale. An examination of the "C" and
"D" scales shows that they have two indices-one at the left end
and one at the right end of the scale. Later when the "A" and "B"
scales are used you will find three indices on each- left, middle,
and right.

The Slide Rule has many scales which are for various operations.
These scales will be identified as they are used. Pay attention only to
those scales used in the particular instruction being given all scales
are explained. Study them one at a time as given in the following.

3. Theory of the Slide Rule.

In MULTIPLICATION by logarithms one adds the logarithms
of the numbers to be multiplied. This sum is the logarithm of the
answer. For instance, to multiply 2 x 4 by logarithms do the following:

Log2+Log4=LogS Log20.301
+ Log 4 0.602
Log 8 = 0.903

To DIVIDE by logarithms one subtracts the logarithm of the
devisor of the numbers from the logarithm of the dividend. There
fore, to divide 4 by 2 using logarithms-- do the following:

Log4-Log2Log2 Log4=0.602
- Log 2 0.301
Log 2 = 0.301

The Slide Rule does these operations for you MECHANICALLY.
Thus, you are saved the time and labor of looking up the logarithms of
numbers in a table of logarithms and then subtracting or adding these
logarithms.

4. Construction of the "C" and "B" Scales.
The logarithms of numbers from 1 to 10 are

Log 1 0.0000 Log 6 = 0.7782
Log 2 0.3010 Log 7 0.8451
Log 3 0.4771 Log 8 0.9031
Log 4 = 0.6021 Log 9 = 0.9542
Log 5 0.6990 Log 10 1.0000

These logarithms are to the base "10" and may be found in any
table of logarithms.

Take these logarithms and a ruler or scale that is divided into
inches and tenths of inches and actually lay the numerical values off
as indicated in Figure 2a. Here a standard scale divided into tenths
is shown and marks are drawn opposite the value of the logarithm
-THE NUMBER OPPOSITE THE LOGARITHM BEING THE
NUMBER REPRESENTED BY THE LOGARITHM.

Log4’ 0602

Log 3’0.477
5tandard Scale Divided Into Tenths

Q2’0.30I

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 9 10 II 12 13 14 5

H
2 3 4567891 2 3

- LEFT INDEX

The distance from the "0" to 4.771 on the scale represents the
logarithm of 3 which is 0.4771. Instead of calling this 0.4771 the
number "3" is shown. Thus, only the numbers you are dealing with
appear on any scale of the slide rule.

After constructing this you have a crude slide rule scale as shown
in Figure 2b. Every 10 inches* the scale repeats itself-see Figure 2a.

*The so called 10-inch slide rule is actually 25 centimeters in length and
not 10 inches.

Log 30’ 477

umers correspondln to the Numerical
Value of the Logarithms as Measured from
the Left Index.

Fig. 2a

Lnepeoting Scale

I I I II
2 3 45 6789f

LEFT INDEX

Fig. 2b

4 5



GENERAL THEORY AND CONSTRUCTION HOW TO READ THE SCALE

Figure 3 shows the "C" scale. This is just the "plot" of the
logarithms of numbers from 1 to 10.

91r-LEFT INDEX RIGHT INDEX

I 2 3 4 5 6789
C ‘ ‘ III]

Fig. 3

For numbers above ten or below one the decimal part of the logarithm
does not change-only the number to the LEFT of the decimal. The
number to the left of the decimal is called the "Characteristic" while
the numbers to the right are called the "Mantissa" of the logarithm.

THEREFORE, the "C" scale in Figure 3 is a "plot" of the "Man
tissas" of all numbers-the "characteristic" not shown. The "char
acteristic" can he obtained by inspection-being defined as follows:

For numbers greater than "1", it is positive
and is one less than the number of digits to the
left of the decimal point.

For numbers less than it is megative and
is numerically one greater than the number of
zeros immediately following the decimal point.

Thus, the logarithm of 2 is 0.3010, while the logarithm of 20 is
1.3010-or the logarithm of 200 is 2.3010. Since in 200 there are
3 digits to the LEVI’ of the decimal-the characteristic is 3 - 1 2.
The characteristic of the logarithm of 0.002 is - 3. Since in 0.002
there are two zeros IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING the decimal
point, the characteristic is - 2 + 1 = - 3, but the mantissa is still
-- 0.3010. Therefore, the actual logarithm is K - 3 + 0.3010 which
equals - 2.6990. This last figure is not in the most convenient form
with which to work sofor convenience we write it as + 7.3010 - 10.
Since the K + 7 - 10 is - 3 we still have the actual logarithm. Thus
when the number is less than one its characteristic is written as indi
cated here-as Log 0.002 + 7.3010 - 10.

In Figure 3 the distance from the left "1" called the LEFT IN
DEX to the number 4.70 represents the mantissa of 4.70, 0.470,
470, or 4700 or any decimal multiple of 4.70-the proper charaC
teristic being used in each case.

5. flow to Read the Scale.

First, notice that the scale constructed in Article 4 is divided into
numbers from 1 to 10-the right 1 RIGHT INDEX can be read as
10. Each space is divided into ten parts. These divisions are there
fore approximately 1/10th of the space between the large division
numbers. These subdivisions are further divided into decimal parts.

There are three sections of the scale where the subdivisions are differ
ent-between prime numbers 1 and 2; 2 anti 4; anti 4 to 10.

The number 14 would be located at the fourth long mark 4th
tenth mark after the prime number "1" left index. The first short
mark after the number 14 would be 141-the second short mark
would be 142-the third short mark would be 143, etc. Therefore,
each short mark between the first subdivisions represents the third
digit of the number.

If the hairline of the indicator is placed as shown below, the read
ing would be 143.

43
i a

C IWIFHHIIHIH1IIF2 I Ir 5r
Fig. 4

The fourth digit of a number must be located by estimation. Thus,
the number 1567 is estimated as

567

C iui I iiiiliiu
Fig. 5

In locating the fourth digit of any number falling between the
prime numbers 1 and 2, the interval between the small divisions can
be imagined divided into ten parts and the fourth digit estimated.

Log 1.3 01-’---
Lo 2.20

Log 4.70

Loa 1.02

6 7



GENERAL THEORY AND CONSTRUCTION HOW TO READ THE SCALE

From the above, it appears that we may read four figures of a result
in this section of the scale. This means an attainable accuracy of, roughly,
I part in 1000, Or one tenth of one percent.

In the second section of the scale, between the prime numbers
2 and 4 Figure 6, the first subdivision marks tenths are not
numbered. However, the halfway marks five tenths; namely, 2.5
and 3.5, are, for convenience, longer than the other tenths’ marks.
There are ten subdivisions between the prime numbers and each of
the subdivisions are divided into five parts-each part being 2/lOths
of the first subdivision, or 2/lOOths of the main division.

a 3 4
imlifflffl–SflSLL

Fig. 6

The number 23 would be located at the third long subdivision
mark after the prime number 2. The first short mark after the
number 23 would be 232-the second short mark would be 234--
the third short mark would be 236, etc. Therefore, each short mark
between the first subdivisions represents the third digit of the num
bers--and only the even ones. To obtain the location of the number
when the third digit is an odd number, as 235, estimate halfway
between the short divisions.

47

I 3 4 5 67891

SECOND THIRD
Locate 34lDetw,en 3.44 3.5 Locate 34l8etwan 3464348

3 4 3 347 4
L–tLI4JThJIJ UfflIIathSSU

3.401/

Read as 347
Fig. 7

To locate the number 347, determine the first digit-3 in this
case. This indicates the number is between the prime numbers
3 and 4. Therefore, FIRST bring indicator hairline to prime number 3.

SECOND, locate the second digit-4---by bringing the indicator

hairline to the fourth long subdivision mark following the prime

number 3.

THIRD, locate the third digit-7-by moving the hairline half

way between the third and fourth short mark following this, 346

and 348, which therefore gives you the number 347 as shown in

Figure 7.

In locating the fourth digit of any number falling between the

prime numbers 2 and 4, the interval between the small divisions

two tenths can be imagined divided in half, and each of these

halves one tenth each imagined divided into ten parts, and the

fourth digit estimated.

In the third section of the scale, between the prime numbers 4

and 10, the first subdivisions tenths are not numbered, see Figure

8. However, the hallway marks five tenths; namely, 4.5, 5.5, 6.5,

etc., are, for convenience, longer than the other tenths’ marks. There

are ten subdivisions between the prime numbers and each of the

subdivisions are divided into two parts-each part being 5/ loths of

the first subdivision, or 5/lOOths of the main division.

Fig. 8

The number 87 would be located at the seventh long subdivision
mark after the prime number 6. The short mark after this would
be 675.

To obtain the location of a third digit of any number falling be
tween prime numbers 4 and 10, the interval between the first sub

divisions tenths can be imagined divided into ten parts the fifth

part being already indicated by a short line, and the third digit
estimated.

When there are more digits in a number than can be accurately read,
"round off" the number to either four digits if between prime numbers

I and 4 on the scale, or three digits if between prime numbers 4 and 10
on the scale. The number 12348 should be "rounded off" as 12350; the
number 56783 should be "rounded off" as 56800.

FIRST
Locdte 347 Between 344

2

a50

8 9



GENERAL THEORY AND CONSTRUCTION EXERCISE IN READING SCALES

Exercises

MAKE ALL SETTINGS ON YOUR SLIDE RULE
Indicator Hairline

040 fi 1.45 ' 113.0 fi 61.3 932

' 395 ' 19.50 Fj 0.313 fi 52800

Fig. 9

In Figure 9, the hairline is first placed at 1040. Place the indicator
hairline of your slide rule to this and the other placed as shown. Do
you read the values given?

EXERCISE 1.

;
2 I [ 5 Ł 78I9l

__Li
I I

1. RECORD THE READINGS FOR THE HAIRLINES INDICATED.

A._____ C.

_____ ____ _____

B. D.

____

F._____

_____

EXERCISE 2.

G._____ L_____
H._______ J.________

a
illinti UJJIL

2. RECORD THE LEVrER OPPOSITE THE CORRESPONDING NUMBER.

1230 1.612 0.01112. 1.78

______

1696
14.94 1.030 193.2 13.42 1.147

EXERCISE 3.

a,,,? ?4
II

3. RECORD THE LETTER OPPOSITE THE CORRESPONDING NUMBER.

2.78

_______

2350

_____

2.51. 0.368

_____-

2.07

3.035 2.20

_______

38.9 31.&___ 336

EXERCISE 4.

4ttt t t 7 t9 ¶1
I I i

4. RECORD THE SCALE READING OPPOSITE THE HAIRLINE INDICATED.

A.___ C.

___

a___ G. .......L
B.______ D._____ F.______ H._____ J.______

ANSWERS TO EXERCISES ABOVE

1. A. 17 C. 13 E. 36 G. 88 I. 73
B. 24 D. 41 F. 31 H. 6 J. 515

2. 1230 D 1.612 G 0.01112 B 1.78 I 1696 H
1494 F 1.030 A 193.2 J 13.42 E 1.147 C

3. 2.78 E 2350 C 2.51 D 0.368 I 2.07 A
3.035 F 2.20 B 38.9 J 31.6 G 336 H

4. A. 470 C. 795 F. 506 G. 447 I. 963
B. 553 D. 421 F. 597 H. 652 J. 848

10 11



MULTIPLICATION

CHAPTER II

In Figure 11 the mechanical operation for multiplying 19.30 x 5 is
indicated. What is actually done is the addition of the logarithm of
19.30 to the logarithm of 5 which gives you the logarithm of 96.5
This is read directly on the "D" scale.

MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION

6. Multiplication.

In the discussion on the theory of the Slide Rule it was stated that
in order to multiply by the use of logarithms one added the loga
rithms of the numbers you intended to multiply.

D

In Figure 10 is indicated the multiplication of 2 x 3. Set the left
index of the "C" scale opposite the "2" on the "D" scale. Move the
INDICATOR to "3" on the "C" scale and opposite this on the "D"
scale read the answer as 6.

Note what you have actually done. In Figure 10 a distance equal
to the logarithm of 2 has been added to a distance equal to the
logarithm of 3. The sum of these logarithms is the logarithm of 6
which is the answer. Since the logarithms are not shown but only
the numbers they represent, one can read the answer directly.

Bring Left Index of C
Opposite 1930 on 0.

2 3 4 5

I I I I
3 4 5 67 89t1

Read Answer as 96.5
On 0 OpposIteS on C

Fig. 11

The mechanical operation is performed as follows: First, set the left
index of "C" opposite the number 1930 on "D"; second, move the indi
cator until it is at 5 on the "C" scale; and third, read the answer 965
on the "D" scale opposite the 5 on the "C" scale. This does not give
you the decimal point. However, 19.30 is about 20 and 5 x 20 is 100
Therefore, the answer is approximately 100. It is obvious then that the
answer must be 96.5.

7. Accuracy of the Slide Rule.

The "C" and "D" scales of the "10-inch" Slide Rule can be read
to three significant figures throughout their length. Between the
left index and the primary number "2" one can estimate quite
accurately to four significant figures. it is recommended that one
not attempt to estimate beyond the third significant figure if the
answer is to the right of the primary number "2" and beyond four
significant figures when the setting is between the left index and the
primary number "2". However, it is possible to make a rough esti
mate of the fourth significant figure between "2" and "4" but this
last place should not be considered as too accurate.

CI
D I I 3 L5 17]eEsI

I 2

C Scale Log 3

2

Fig. 10

12 13



MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION USE OF RIGHT INDEX IN MULTIPLICATION

8. Decimal Point.

The decimal point is best obtained by a quick mental calculation.
For instance in Figure 12, the number 0.215 is multiplied by 0.229.
The Slide Rule gives the answer as 492 which would be the same
as if you multiplied any of the other decimal combinations as indi
cated in the Figure. Obviously the answer for all the possible decimal
arrangements could not be 492. Therefore, the decimal point must
be located.

229

215 0.215 0.229 0.0492 492
215’ 2294920
2.15’ 229492 Answer
21.5 2.29 49.2

Fig. 12

Since 0.215 is approximately 0.2 and 0.229 is approximately 0.23,
you can make the quick mental calculation of 0.2 x 0.23 0.046.
This indicates you should read the slide rule answer as 0.0492.

Likewise, in more complicated problems you can locate the deci
mal by quick calculations. If you had the following to evaluate
145>c205x68 . . . 150x200x70you rmght wnte 1S

100 10 . A quick

mental calculation of this would give 2,100,000 + 1000 or 2100.
Your answer would be approximately 2100 or four figures to the left
of the decimal. The actual answer in this case is 1817. Such quick
mental calculations are quite simple and the decimal point can be
located accurately by this means.

9. Use of the Right Index in Multiplication.

In using the "C" and "D" scales to multiply numbers, such as

s x 5-where one or both of the numbers are on the right end of the

scales, the right index can be used.

In Figure 13 is indicated the multiplication of 8 x 5. Set the right

index of the "C" over 8 on the "D" scale. Move the indicator to 5 on

the "C" scale and under the hairline read the answer--40--on the

"D" scale.

NOTE: If you had used the left index of "C" over S on the "D"
scale, the answer which is read under the 5 on the "C"
scale would have been off the rule.

BrIng Right Index of
c opposite 8

3 4 5 678912

7891

Answer as 40

Or 8’540

Fig. 13

Therefore, the right index and the left index of any of the scales
can be used interchangeably, whichever will place the answer on
the rule.

The reason for the above statement is that the "C" and "D"
scales can be thought of as being continuous-or that they repeat
themselves. In Figure 13 to the left of the LEFT INDEX of "D"
is shown m "dotted" the numbers 7, 8, and 9. These are the same
numbers and are placed identically as those on the right end of the
actual "D" scale. Therefore, you can think of an imaginary scale
to the left of the LEFT INDEX of the "D" scale.

In Figure 13, the right index of "C" is brought to 8 on
Notice that when this is done the left index of "C" is at 8 on the
imaginary or "dotted" portion of "D". Now, the multiplication
can be made as with any other numbers using the LEFT INDEX
of "C". The answer is on "D" opposite 5 on "C".

2

14 15



MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION DIVISION

Exercises

Fill in the
second, with

following table, first, with the slide rule
the decimal point located correctly.

reading, and

Exercise
No.

Multiplication Answer as Read
on Slide Rule

Corrected
Answer

2
3

345 x 3.46
972 x 0.45

4 1.035 x 0.081
5 23.1 x 1.03
6 758 x 123.46
7 4051 x 7.854
8 45.78 x 32.98
9 2.3 x 0.119

Multiply the folIowthg

10. Division.
In dividing by logarithms one subtracts the logarithm of the

divisor from the logarithm of the dividend in order to obtain the

logarithm of the quotient or answer. This can be done by simple

mechanical manipulation on the slide rule.
8rin 4oruo
Opposite eon D

Log8-Log4Loq2 Lo 4

2 3 4

oJ
2 1

I-
LOgS

_____________

L_R.od Answer cc 2 on D
Opposite Left Index of C.

Fig. 14

In Figure 14 is indicated the division of S by 4. This is performed

mechanically on the slide rule by the subtraction of the logarithm of

4 from the logarithm of 8.

Set the indicator at 8 on the "D" scale. Bring 4 on the "C" scale

over 8 on the "D" scale and read the answer opposite the left index of

the "C" scale as 2 on the "D" scale.

Note what you have actually done. In Figure 14 a distance equal

to the logarithm of S dividend is located on the "D" scale, from

which is subtracted a distance equal to the logarithm of 4 divisor

on the "C" scale, leaving a distance equal to the logarithm of 2

the quotient, or answer on the "0" scale.
614

S I

ii. 3.5 x 798 16. 45.03 x 77.7
12. 3.891 >< 9243 17. 2.1 x 72.3
13. 1.067 x 2.346 18. DM0891 x 0.246
14. 78.9 x 2.453 19. 0M452 x 10089
15. 6.57 x 8.77 20. 1.9099 x 103.4

ANSWERS TO EXERCISES ABOVE

No. No.
2 1194 11 2790
3 437 12 38000
4 0.0838 13 2.50
5 23.8 14 193.5
6 93600. 15 57.6
7 31800. 16 3500.
8 1510 17 151.8
9 0.274 18 0.00219

10 25.0 19 456

5 4 7

546
Fig. 15

S

ee9

The division of 546 by 614 is indicated in Figure 15. First, bring the
indicator to the dividend, 546, on "D" and, second, bring to the hairline

of the indicator 614 on the "C". You can then read your answer as

889 on "D" opposite the right index on "C". The left index would

also be opposite the answer but no scale of "D" exists at this point.

16 17



MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION USE OF RECIPROCALS IN DIVISION

You will find that if both the "C" and "D" scales repeated them
selves an infinite number of times, the numbers opposite the indices
of one wouid be the same. That is, if in Figure 15 the "C" and "D"
scales were continuous and repeated themselves, the number oppo
site the indices on the "C" scale for this setting would always be
889 on "D" and that opposite the indices on the "D" scale would
always be 1125 on "C".

In determining the location of the decimal when dividing 546 by
614, you can again make a quick mental calculation as 500 divided
by 600 gives an answer a little less than 1. Therefore, the answer
should read as 0.889. Likewise, if the number 546 is to be divided
by 6.14, you can make the quick mental calculation as 540 divided
by 6 gives 90. Your answer would then be 88.9 in this second case.

Fill in the following table, first, with the slide rule reading, and
second, with the decimal point located correctly.

Division to
be made

9.866+2
10.34 ÷ 31.4
44.56 +1.239
33.78 ÷98.7

5. 1245÷1.23
6. 3.46 ÷6.25
7. 3.3378÷22.89
8. 0.00033 ÷36.7
9. 0.0376÷0.0057

10. 1.34573 ÷ 6.784

Divide the following:
11. 87.5÷35.9
12. 3.45÷0.032
13. 1025÷9.71

Exercise

Answers to the above exercises:
2. 0.329 8. 0.00000899 14. 0.01035

15. 1.046
16. 82.9
17. 0.00468
18. 0.0403
19. 0.201
20. 2.66

1. Use of Reciprocals in Division.

The method of dividing 9 by 2 as explained above would be to
bring the 2 on "C" opposite the 9 on "D". This could be done, but
it requires that you bring the slide over to the right until it is almost
out of the body of the rule. This division can be done in an easier
marmer by using the reciprocal of one of the numbers.

I 3
C11’ tIii iHuiiliiil - -

D ti 31 41 l jill l’’’j 1111 I
II ¶

In figure 16, the number 327 is divided by 956. This division is the

same as if you multiplied 327 by . Therefore, divide 1 by 956

first and then multiply the answer you obtain by 327.

In the figure, the 956 on "C" is brought opposite the right index

on "D". The reciprocal or is read on "D" opposite the left

index on "C". Move the indicator until it is at 327 on "C". Opposite
this, read the answer as 342 on "D". Determine the decimal by
mentally dividing 300 by 1000 giving 0.3. Therefore, the correct
answer is 0.342. This manipulation saves the large movement of
the slide. Now try the regular method of dividing 327 by 956. You
will obtain the same answer. Next, try again the method just ex
plained and notice the saving in time and labor.

AGAIN, THE SLIDE RULE IS A TOOL. Only when you are
fully familiar with what it can do for you, can you reduce the amount
of effort required in your calculations.

Exercise
No.

1.
2.
3.
4.

327 956

Answer as Read
on Slide Rule

493

tiff
Corrected

Decimal Point
4.93

$ 9jl

1046 342

/Reciprocol of 956 /Read Answer as 0.342 on D
OpposIte 327 on C.

Fig. 16

14. 0.0566÷5.47
15. 3.42 ÷3.27
16. 286 ÷3.45

17. 0.0348÷7.43
18. 3.142÷78.0
19. 8.96÷44.5
20. 1.773÷0.667

3. 36.0
4. 0.342
5. 1012
6. 0.554
7. 0.1458

9. 6.60
10. 0.1984
11. 2.44
12. 107.8
13. 105.6
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MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION THE FOLDED SCALES-"CF" AND "DF"

When dividing 277 by 11.24 as in Figure 17, you can use the same
scheme as above. First divide 1 by 11.24. This is done by bringing
the 1124 opposite the left index on "D". The reciprocal could be
read at the right index of "C" on "D" but instead move the indi
cator to 277 on "C". Opposite this, read 246 on the" D" scale,
which is 277 ÷ 11.24.

1124 27?

I 2 3 9 I
C Jj

2 ‘ ‘H
246 890

L.. ReodAnsweras24.6onD
Opposite 277 on 0.

12. The Folded Scales-"CF" and "IF".
The folded scales "CF" and "DF", in reality, are ‘C" and "D"

scales cut in half at ii-=3.l4l6 and the two halves switched, bringing
the left and right indices to the middle as one index and cm to each
end in aligument with the left and right indices of the "C" and "D"
scales. The "CF" and "DF" scales and their location with respect
to the "C" and "D" scales are shown in Figure 18.

This arrangement of scales has two distinct advantages:--Any
number on the "C" and "D" scales is easily multiplied by cm directly

Fig. 17

above on the "CF" and "DF" scales. Thus, to multiply any number
by cm, bring the indicator hairline to the number on "B" and read

the answer under the hairline on the "DF" scale. Likewise, one

can divide a number by cm by bringing the hairline to the number
on the "DF" scale and reading the answer under the hairline on
the "D" scale. For instance, to multiply cm =3.1416 by 2, bring the
indicator hairline to 2 on "D", and above on "DF" read the answer
-6.28. To divide 9.42 by cm, bring the hairline of the indicator to
9.42 on "DF" and below read the answer 3 on

The other advantage of the folded scales enables factors to be
read without resetting the slide, which factors might be beyond the
end of the rule when using only the "C" and "D" scales. In effect,
the use of the "CF" and "DF" folded scales is like extending a half
scale length to each end of the "C" and "D" scales.

Looking again to the "DF" and "CF" scales in Figure 18, you

wffl notice that no matter what number the left index of "C" is
placed opposite on "D", the middle index the only index of "CF"

is opposite the same number on "DF". Likewise, wherever the "D"
indices are with respect to the "C" scale, the "DF" index is opposite
the same number on the "CF" scale. In Figure 18, the left index of

"C" is opposite 1260 on "D". Also, the index of "CE" is opposite
1260 on "DF". Set your slide rule as in Figure 18. Notice the

numbers opposite the right index of "D" and the index of "DF".

These should be the same.

DF

!J

sri 1 67

CF

___

4’
2

2

Fig. 19

Read Answer as 70 on
OF Opposite 35 on CF

5

"-35

5

I7--ii IL M

DF Index
1260

Fig. 18
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MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION THE RECIPROCAL SCALES-"C1", "DI" AND "OW"

In order to multiply by using the "CF" and "UF" scales, see the
illustrated problem in Figure 19. Here 2 is multiplied by 35. First
set the left index of "C’ opposite 2 on "D". The answer can be read
on "D" opposite 35 on "C" as in the regular manner. Also, you can
read the answer on "DF" opposite the 35 on "CF". Again, the answer
is 70.

Using this same figure multiply 2 x 9. The left index of "C" is
placed opposite 2 on "D". Since 9 on "C" is off the scale on "D" you
must read the answer as 18 on "DF" opposite 9 on "CF". This per-
mite you to obtain the answer when it would otherwise be off the regular
"D" scale.

° ?.lFJj I!II!! I!I!I I!IIj Ij i

Fig. 20

To multiply zx 12 place the right index of "C" opposite 7 on
see Figure 20. Opposite the 12 on "Cr’ read 84 on "DF", which is
the answer.

13. The Reciprocal Scales-"CI", "DI" and "CIF".
The reciprocal of a number is 1 divided by the number. Thus, the

1reciprocal of 8 is
-

or 0.125.

The "CI", "DI" and "CIF" scales are reciprocal scales. They are
constructed in a similar manner as the "C" ,"D" and "CF" scales-
except, they are subdivided in the opposite direction. The "CI" and
"DI" or inverted "C" and "D" scales start with "1" at the right
end and are subdivided from 1 to 10 from right to left. The numbers
on the inverted "CI", "DI" and "CIF" scales are in red to help
identify them and to make it easier for one to be sure the correct
scale is being used.

I mdc, of GE arid
-‘O.O667 Index of

cf,!F!!!!F]T5mf955U’1
‘!‘!I.!!?!!j !i!i*i!iI.*

CI I!I!I!I!!. ii . !*.!I!. !I!L!I!I.I.l!I.I I
c IIIIIII IIIIIIII I IIII]III!!! IIII!II!IIIIII ?II,III!!I!II !IIIIIIIIIIIII III!IiIII!IJ I!!!!IIIIII IIIIIIIIIIII I IIIIII! I

L Reciprocal Scale It

Since the scales are inverted the indicator hairline can be brought

to any number on the "C" scale and the reciprocal of that number
can be read on the "CI" scale. Likewise, the reciprocal of any num
ber shown on the "if’ and "CF" scales can be found directly
opposite the number on the "DI" or "CIF" scale.

For instance, determine the reciprocal of 15. Bring the indicator
hairline to 15 on the "C’ scale and read directly above on the "Cr’
scale 0.0667, see Figure 21. Also, for the reciprocal of 8, bring the
hairline to 8 on the "CF" scale and directly below this read 0.125 on
the "CIF" scale.

These scales are used in connection with the "C", "D", "CF",
and "DF" scales in multiplication and division. To multiply 12 x

2 x 15, one must add the logarithms of the three numbers together.
This sum will be the logarithm of the answer. To do this on your
slide rule, the indicator is first brought to 12 on the "D" scale.
Second, the slide is moved until the "2" on the "CIF" is at the
indicator. Third, the indicator is moved the "CF"
scale. Fourth, read the answer as 360 on under the
hairline.

What has actually been done? A distance equal to the logarithm
of 12 has been added to a distance equal to the logarithm of 2, which
would bring you to the index on "CIF". Since the index on the
"CF" scale is at the same point, you can then add a distance equal
to the logarithm of 15 by sliding the indicator to the right until it
is at 15 on the "CF" scale, The answer is then read on the "D"
scale under the hairline of the indicator.

Using the same setting of your rule multiply 12 x 2 and divide the
result by 6. Set the indicator at 12 on the "D" scale as before. To
this, bring the "2" on the "CIF" scale. Slide the indicator to 6 on
the "CIF" scale and read the answer 4 on the "D" scale under
the hairline.

Note what you have actually done is to multiply 12 x 2 by adding
a distance equal to the logarithm of 12 to a distance equal to the
logarithm of 2 giving you a distance equal to the logarithm of 24
the product of 12 x 2 on the "D" scale. From the distance equal
to the logarithm of 24 is subtracted a distance equal to the logarithm
of 6. This last step ordinarily would be done by moving the indi
cator to the left from the index of "CIF". However, since our
answer would be off the nile on the left and since we are dealing
with folded scales, where the right section of the "CIF" scale is a
continuation of the left section of the "CIF" scale, we can effect
this subtraction mechanically by moving the indicator to the right

_____I, ____

r IW_I!!!!I!! 4, r..!I!I!I!s.c!I!rnn

cg
IllIllIlli p IiI11IIIII,II

‘1111

0 / - I- %llLbI I

!!!I****m_!!I!!!r!]1 [I]?!I!!!!!I3,

rItgI.I!eI9-I.IT1t’--II

I.L!!J!!.!b!I _.!‘!_

IlL IwsI.I!LIn!J!I

SI,

‘1

‘4nyyyyy!ç’!rn

-.2 -‘- 0
to the 15 on
"D" directly

Folded Reciprocal
Scale

Fig. 21
0.125
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MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION THE RECIPROCAL SCALES-"CI", "DI" AND "CII"

to 6 on the "CTF" scale. Under the hairline at this point read the
answer as 4 on the "D" scale.

numerical problems:

Next, move the Hairline to 15 on "C".

Next move the Hairline to 16 on "C"

on

1
TYPE II.

XxY

EXAMPLE: Evaluate
2 x3

1. 3.45 x54.7 x106.8
2. 90.8 x35 –55.8
3. 77.5 x45.7 ÷3.3 x3.6
4. 12.78 x23.4 –301.5
5. 145 x36.5 x347.0 ÷ 23.1 x44.7

11. Find a 7.67 per cent of 19.45
b 56.4 per cent of 356.9

14 68.5 142
12. Evaluate a 8.6’ 8.6’ 8.6

14.3 65.9 84.6
b ºä’ 6.28

1

1
d 3.14x.6

13. What per cent of
a 57 is 18.3?
b 33.6 is 30.4?
c 78.4 is 89.6?
d 445 is 65.8?

Exercise Exercise

1 20200
2 56.9
3 298
4 0.992
5 1779
6 16.19
7 0.00976
8 11.41
9 0.356

6. 23.4 ><1.467 x5.34 ÷1.67 x6.78
7.0.034 ÷1.007 x3.46
8. 0.965 xO.1045 ÷0.00884
9. 3.36 ÷2.33 x4.05

10. 56.78 – 0.008 >c12.01

c 19.4 per cent of 524.8
d 35.2 per cent of 1235.85

14. Using the "D" and "DF" scales,
do the following:
a 345.6>< lr
b 2.48>< r
c 99.24 –

d 44.5 –

The "DI" scale is particularly useful in the following types of Set Left Index of "C" over 2 on
Move Indicator Hairline to 3 on "C";
Under the Hairline, read .1666 on "DI".

EXERCISESTYPE I.
, ,

Where "A" is constant, and "X", "Y", and "Z" are

variables. Suppose it is desired to find the individual quoti
ents of a series of fractions; all having the same denominator
but different numerators, Without the "DI" scale, it would
be necessary to move the slide and indicator to solve for
each fraction. However, with the "DI" scale, the slide need
only be set one time and successive quotients can be ob
tained by merely moving the indicator.

14 15 16EXAMPLE: Evaluate the followmg series of fractions:
-- j-.

Set the Right Index of "C" over the cormnon denominator,
5, on "DI".
Set the Indicator Hairline over 14 on "C".

Under the Hairline read the quotient of , namely 2.8
on

Repeat the above calculations using not more than TWO settings
of the slide. Use the "C", "D", "CF", "DF", "CI", "DI", and
"CIF" scales in combination to help you solve the problems.

Under the Hairline read the quotient of, namely? on"D".

Use "CF" and "DF" Scales

Under the Hairline read the quotient of , namely 3.2

Without the "DI" scale, the solution to a problem of this
type would require 2 settings of the slide, and 2 settings of
the Indicator. If the problem were one of conventional
multiplication, that is, simply X x Y, the answer would
be read on the "D" scale. However, since the reciprocal of
the product is required, the answer may be read directly
on the "DI" scale-which is the reciprocal of the "D"
scale. By means of the "DI" scale, problems of this type
can be solved directly with only one setting of the slide and
one setting of the Indicator.

ANSWERS to the Exercises above.

No. Answer No. Answer
10 591
11 a 1.492
b 201
c 101.8
d 435

12 a 1.629, 7.96, 16.5
b 2.28, 10.5, 13.5
c .1562
d .531

Exercise
No. Answer
13 a 32.1%
b 90.5%
c 114.3%
d 14.79%

14 a 1086
b 7.79
c 31.6
d 14.16
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USE 011’ PROPORTIONS

14. Proportion.

CHAPTER III

PROPORTIONS

The ratio of two numbers X and Y is the quotient of X divided

by Y written as . The ratio of 4 to 12 is - or . A proportion is

an equation stating that two ratios are
4 1 X
123’ 7 45.0’

are all proportions. These are often read as "4 is to 12 as 1 is to 3",
or "Xis to 7 as 3.7 is to 45.0", or agak "X is to Y as C is to D".

Many problems are solved by means of proportions.
Generally only one of the four quantities is unknown as in the case
with the second proportion above "X is to 7 as 3.7 is to 45.0".

ILLUSTRATION:

If a 60 miles per hour speed is equivalent to 88 feet per
second, how many feet per second is a car traveling that
is moving at a speed of 75 miles per hour?

Set the proportion up as follows with "X" as the unknown:
88 feet per second is to 60 miles per hour as "X" is to 75

88 "X"or

The proportion can often be made as in the above ifiustration and
the equation solved for "X".

6 on "D", we also have 4 on "C" opposite 3 on "U", and 2 on "C"
opposite 1.5 on "U". This is illustrated in Figure 22. The propor
tions can be read as "8 is to 6 as 4 is to 3 as 2 is to 1.5".

is true of the "A" and "B" scales and the "CF" and
as well. These additional scales will be found to be
solution of proportions.

To ifiustrate the use of the rule for the solution of proportion
problems, let us return to the illustration of article 14. Here we
wanted to know the number of feet per second to which 75 miles per
hour is equivalent. Write the proportion as

X 88
75 - 60

and make the following setting of your rule:
To 88 on "D" set 60 on "C"
Opposite 75 on "CF", read 110 on "DF".

In the above illustration, you have divided 88 by 60 and then
multiplied this result by 75. You may always resort to straight
multiplication and division for the solution of proportion problems
if you wish.

It will be noted that in this illustration, the "CF" and "DF" scales
were used. This is due to the fact that 75 on "c" is "off" the scale
on "D"-thus we must use the folded scales.

15. Use of Proportion.

Proportions can easily be solved on the slide rule because of the
following property of the "C" and "U" scales also "A" and "B",
as well as the "CF" and "DF" scales:

With the slide in any position, the ratio of any number on "C" to
its opposite number on "D" is the same as the ratio of any other num
ber on "C" to its opposite on

This means that any two numbers on "C" together with their
opposites on "U" form a proportion. Thus if 8 on "C" is set opposite

ILLUSTRATION: A man receives $65.00 for a 40 hour week. How
much should he receive for 33.5 hours of work
at this rate?

Set the proportion up as "X" is to 33.5 hours
as $65.00 is to 40 hours. Write this as
X 65

33.5 - 40

To 65 on "D", set 40 on "C"
Opposite 33.5 on "C" read the amount $64.40
on

equal. Thus,
XCor

2 3 4 5 67891
I

_____

2 3 4 5 679

Fig. 22

The

handy

above
scales
in the

9
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PROPORTIONS USE OF PROPORTIONS

Sometimes it may become necessary to solve a series of unknowns ILLUSTRATION:
that can be set up as proportions. For example, let us determine the
numerical values of the lettered quantities in the following pro
portion:

34.2 X 547.0 2.312
4.65 34.5 Y Z

This proportion can be solved for the unknowns by one setting of
the rule as follows:

To 34.2 on "D", set 4.65 on "C"

In this, note that the numerator of the ratio is on the "I" scale
while the denominator is read on "C". Likewise, the numerators
and denominators of the other ratios in the proportion will be read
respectively on the "D" and "C" scales.

Thus, to obtain the unknowns with this setting of the rule
Read X = 254 on "D" opposite 34.5 on "C"
Read Y 74.4 on "C" opposite 547 on
Read Z = 0.3145 on "C" opposite 2.312 on

The decimal point in each case was determined by approximating
the known ratio. Thus, approximately 35 is to 5 as 7 is to 1. There
fore, in each case the ratio is a little less than 7 to 1.

ILLUsTRATIoN: If there are 16 ounces in 1 pound, how many ounces
in 3.45 pounds?

First, set this up into a proportion that reads as
follows:

"16" is to las "X" is to 3.45.

To 16 on "D",setlon "C"
Opposite 3.45 on "C" read 55.2 on

This ifiustrates the possibility of using the number "1" in a pro
portion. Often this is of considerable value in making proportion
calculations.

Percentage problems can be solved quickly by the use of the pro
portion principle.

To 186500 on "D", set left index of "C"
Opposite the sales figures for the four states on

read the percentages on "C",

You should read X = 27.48%, Y = 19.14%,
W = 33.83% and Z = 19.57% respectively.

To check these percentages-their sum must be 100% which is
the case in this illustration.

Exercises

In each of the following exercises, determine the value of the un
known’ quantities. If the exercise is not set up in proportion form,
set it up first in this form before solving the exercise.

of 1352, or
Find 37% of 1352.

37% of 1352 is the same as

0.37>< 1352

To 1352 on "D", set left index of "C"
Opposite 0.37 on "C" read 500 on

Write the above in a proportion form.
37 100
X - 1352

The setting is the same but in this form we can easily see that if
one wanted any other definite percentage of the whole 1352, it
could easily be obtained with this one setting.

ILLusTRATIoN: A company’s total sales in the four states of Illinois,
Indiana, Michigan, and Ohio were $186,500. What
percentage of the total sales were the sales in the
respective states if these were: Illinois, $51,200;
Indiana, $35,700; Michigan, $63,100; and Ohio
$36,500.

Write the following proportion:
100 - X - Y - W Z

186,500 51,200 - 35,700 - 63,100 = 36,500

1
6.73 109

14>< 0.787
2. Y
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PROPORTIONS

0.281 x 7.45 Z10. 4.81 Y
- 3.81 9.1

11. A head of a family receives $360 per month for his services andhe uses this in the following maimer: Clothes 15%, rent 25%, savings12%, church 5%, recreation 5%., food 23%, car 5%, and miscelloneous 10 %.. Determine the amount this head of the family spentan each item.
12. A distributing organization had the choice of four railroads toship their merchandise on and they shipped in one year a total of2,345,000 tons of merchandise. Railroad A received 540,000 tons,railroad B received 302,000 tons, railroad C received 756,000 tons,and railroad D received 747,000 tons. What percentage did eachrailroad receive?

Answers to the above exercises.
1. Y5.oi
2. Y = 3.19
3. X = 2.04, Z = 5.96, Y 6.46
4. X = 4.02, Z 22.35
5. X = 277

11 54, 90, 43.25, 18, 18, 82.75, 18, and 36 dollars
12. 23.05, 12.87, 32.24, and 31.84 per cent.

16. Squares.

SQUARES AND SQUARE ROOTS

Using "A" and "B" Scales

In solving problems, there are many occasions when a number
must be multiplied by itself. Thus, the area of a square 4 ft. on
each side is 4 x 4 or 42 which equals 16 sq. ft. This operation is
called squaring.

35 >< 35, or any other number multi-
is indicated by writing 42, or 352.

squared-sometimes read as 4 or 35

You will find that it is always possible to square a number by
using the "C" and "D" scales. A shorter method is to use the "A"
and "D" scales, or the "B" and "C" scales.

THE "A" AND "B" SCALES, which are exactly alike, are what
are called two-unit logarithmic scales; that is, two complete loga.
rithmic scales which, when placed end to end, equal the length of
the single logarithmic scale "D" or "c", in connection with which
they are usually used. You wifi note by the fact that these two-
unit logarithmic scales "A" and "B" are directly above the single-
unit logarithmic scale "D" that when the hairline of the indicator
is set to a number on the "D" scale, the square of the number is found
directly above under the hairline on the "A" scale. Likewise, if the
hairline is set to a number on the "C" scale, the square 0f that
number is found under the hairline on the "B" scale.

Note that dual faced rules, having graduations on both sides, have
an encircling indicator permitting any one of the scales on one side
to be read in connection with any of the scales on the opposite side.
Thus, if the hairline of the indicator is set to 2 on "C", the square
of 2, namely, 4, will be found under the hairline on the opposite
side of the rule on scale "B".

X - 3.92 4.32 Y
2.81 5.4C Z 8.92

17 X 10
38 - 9 Z

5. 407

6 4.28 - 9.39

7. = 9.78

- 8.71 x 4.32
3.21

7.92 - 0.695 X
84.32 392.5

CHAPTER IV

Instead of writing 4 >< 4, or
plied by itself, the operation
This is read 4 squared, or 35
to the second power.

6. Z = 2.19
7. Z 1.356
8. Y = 11.73
9. X = 53.1

10. Y = 0.1142, Z = 5.00
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SQUARES AND SQUARE ROOTS APPLICATION OF SQUARES

Note also that since the "A" and "B" scales are each two com
plete logarithmic scales, they can be used for multiplication and
division the same as the "C" and "D" scales; as, for example, to
multiply 2 x 3, set either the left or the middle index of "B" under
either the 2 on the first unit of "A" or under 2 on the second unit
of "A" and above 3 on "B", read the answer 6 on "A" in either the
first or the second unit.

ILLUSTRATION: What is the square of 35.8 or what is 35.82?
See Figure 23.
Set indicator at 35.8 on the "D" scale
Read answer on the "A" scale under the hairline as 1282.
The fourth digit being estimated
Obtain the decimal by estimation as 40 x 40 is 1600
Therefore read the answer as 1282.

ILLUSTRATION: What is 0.235 squared? See Figure 24.
Bring indicator to 235 on
Read answer as 552 on "A" under hairline
Estimate decimal point by 0.2 x 0.2 which equals 0.04
Read answer as 0.0552.

17. Applications of Squares.

The area of a circle is given as This involves the square of

the diameter.

Detennine the area of a circle of 12M diameter. Bring the indicator
to 12 on "D", the square of which is 144 and is read immediately
above under the hairline on "A". This is then multiplied by lr by
moving the left index of "B" under the hairline and sliding the
indicator to lr on "B", the product of which is immediately under
the hairline on "A". Hold this product under the hairline on "A"
and divide same by 4 which is done by moving 4 on the "B" scale
under the hairline and reading the answer 113.0 on "A" immediately
above the left index "B".

This operation could have been performed using the "A", "C",
"D", and "DF" scales as follows: Use the "D" and "A" scales as
above to obtain the square of 12. Since our calculation involves
dividing by 4, we can effect this division by multiplying by the
reciprocal of 4. Therefore, using the "C" and "D" scales, set 4 on
"C" over the right index of "D" and read the reciprocal of 4 under
the left index of "C". This reciprocal is then multiplied by 122

or 144, by moving the indicator hairline to 144 on "C". This product
can then be immediately multiplied by 7r by reading the answer
113.1 directly above under the hairline on "DF".

In this second method, you wifi be able to read to four significant
figures since you are between the prime numbers 1 and 2 of the
rule, while in the first method, only three significant figures can be
read on the "A" scale. It might be well that you do both of these
operations again to familiarize yourself with the advantage of one
method over the other.

In solving problems involving both multiplication and division,
it is not necessary to read intermediate answers of each step in the
calculation for all we are interested in is the final result. The best
way to approach problems of this kind is to perform alternately--
first, division; then multiplication; then division; then multiplication,
and continue in this manner until the problem is solved. This mini
nÆzes the number of settings of the slide and the movement of the
indicator.

35.Bron ‘A

Fig. 23

p.235}onA*

Fig. 24
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ILLUSTRATION: Do the following indicated operation: e. 3967 + 5280 f. 5.81 x 9.89
12300 689.7r45.8 X 3[ 5.6

1.9] 2

ANSWERS TO THE ABOVE EXERCISES.
Set the indicator at 45.8 on
Bring 5.6 on "C" to hairline 1. 529, 1089, 0.0961, 7570, 11,270,000, 1.78, 46.0, 4.37, 1018, 0.956,

Move indicator to 31.9 on "c" 961 x 10°, 42.3 x 10-6.

Under hairline on "A" read 681
2. a 9.34 sq. ft. b 962 sq. in. c 4.71 sq. ft. d 122.7 sq. in.

Estimate decimal by 50 x 30 ÷ 5 equals 300
300 squared is 90,000 3. a 2.87 d 2640
Therefore, answer should be 68,100 b 0.974 e 0.566

it c 0.874 fl 0.00694
The area of a circle was given above as - times the diameter

squared. it is 3.14 and is 0.785. Therefore, the area of a circle 18. Square Roots.

is the constant 0.785 times the diameter squared. Toward the The square root of any number is another number whose square

right end of both the "A" and "B" scales is a long mark at 0.785 is the first number. Five squared is 25 and the square root of 25 is 5.

Or 774. The symbol for the square root is Thus to indicate the
square root of 25 the symbol is used as i/25.

To obtain the area of a 12" circle, bring the 0.785 mark on "B"
to the right index of "A". Move the indicator to 12 on "D" and ILLUSTRATION:
read the answer on "B" under the hairline as 113.0. In this operation,
you are multiplying 0.785 by the square of 12. Thus, to obtain the = 3 1/ii5ö 10
area of any circle, bring 0.785 mark on "B" to right index of "A". 4
Bring indicator to the diameter on "D" and read answer on "B" under
the hairline.

/49 ‘‘ = 13

Exercises The square root of a number is found on the slide rule by reversing
the process used in finding the square of a number; namely, locating

1. Use the slide rule to find the squares of each of the following the number whose square root is desired on the "A" scale and read-
numbers: 23, 33, 0.31, 87, 3358, 1.334, 6.78, 2.09, 31.9, 0.978, ing the square root of same under the indicator on the "D" scale.
31 x 102, 0.0065.

2. Determine the area of the circles perform the operation in at The "A" scale has two parts that are identical. This scale is

least two ways having the following diameters: a 3.45 ft., b divided into divisions from 1 to 10 in one-half the length of the rule

35 in., c 2.45, and d 12.5 in. and again into divisions from 1 to 10 in the second half of the rule.
The "B" scale is identical with the "A" scale. The first half of the

3. Do the following operations and square the answers: "A" and "B" scales will be referred to as A-LEFT or B-LEFT and

a. 3.67 x 7.34 c. 0.89x 34.24 the other half as either A-RIGHT or B-RIGHT.

15.89 1-f- 34.1 x 3.0
In order to find the square root of numbers with an odd number

b. 67 + 4.5 d. 79.67>< 3.45

_________ __________

of digits to the left of the decimal point, use the A-LEFT scale in
2.1 x 34.5 5.35 conjunction with the "D" scale.
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ILLUSTRATION: What is the square root of 9 or 900? 19. Square Roots of Numbers Less Than Unity.

Bring the indicator to 9 on A-LEVI’ jf the square root of a number less than unity is desired, move the
Under the hairline on "D" read the square root as 3. decimal point to the RIGHT an even number of places until you

For 900 make the same setting have a number greater than 1. Thus to obtain n/0.000347, change

Read the answer as 30. the number to read the /3.47. Obtain the /äT4i as before which

To find the square root of any number with an even number of is 1.864. Since the decimal point was moved 4 places to the right

digits to the left of the decimal point, use the A-RIGHT scale in in the first operation, move it back to the left half of this amount

conjunction with the "D" scale. You would then read the answer as 0.01864.

ILLUSTRATION: What is the square root 0f 16 or 1600? ILLUSTRATION: What is the square root of 0.0956?
Move the decimal 2 places to the right to obtain 9.56

Bring the indicator to 16 on the A-RIGHT scale
Under the hairline, rend 4 on the "D" scale

Set the indicator at 9.56 on A-LEFT
Under the hairline read 3.09 on

Or if the number is 1600, the setting is the same.
In this case, rend the answer as . Finally, move the decimal of 2 places to the left

A study of the above two ifiustrations indicates that your answer Read the answer as 0.309

should have one place to the left of the decimal for each two digits ILLUSTRATION: What is the square root of 0.0000158?
left of the decimal of the original number if it was an even number. Move the decimal 6 places to the right to obtain 15.8
When the original number is odd, add 1 to the number of digits and
divide by 2.

Set indicator at 15.8 on A-RIGHT
Under the hairline read 3.97

To find the decimal point for the /ääT, add the number of digits Move the decimal of 6 places to the left
and divide by 2. Thus there are four digits and, therefore, the
answer should have two digits to the left of the decimal. Finally the answer should be read as 0.00397

To find the decimal point for -‘%/785.4, add 1 to the number of Exercises
digits and divide by 2 again. Since there is an odd number of digits,
add 1 giving 4 and divide by 2 giving 2 places to the left of the

1. Find the square roots of each of the following numbers: 3, 30,

decimal point. 785, 78.5, 9.8, 98, 0.81, 0.081, 0.000152, 0.0000152, 35580, 1210.

,rD2
2. The area of a circle is

ILLUSmATION: What is the square root of 7854?
If is 0.7 85, detere the diam

The number has an even number of digits. Therefore: eter of the circles having the following areas: a 345 sq. ft., b

Bring the indicator to 7850 on the A-RIGHT scale
144 sq. in., c 0.724 sq. ft., d 192,000 sq. ft.

Read the answer 88.6 on "D" under the hairline. 3. Determine the length of the sides of squares having the following

What is the square root of 785.4?
areas: a 23.56 sq. ft., b 324.5 sq. in., c 3,458 sq. in., d 1.3786

This number has an odd number of digits. Therefore:
sq. ft.

ANSWERS TO THE ABOVE EXERCISES.
Bring the indicator to 785.0 on the A-LEFT scale,
Rend the answer as 28.0 on "D" under the hairline. 1. 1.732, 5.48, 28.0, 8.86, 3.13, 9.90, 0.9, 0.285, 0.01233, 0.0039, 188.7,

34.8.

In both of the above cases the number was "rounded off" to three 2. a 20.95 ft., b 13.54 in., c 0.96 ft., d 494 ft.

significant figures, to be within the accuracy of the rule. 3. a 4.86 ft., b 18.0 in., c 58.8 in., d 1.175 ft.
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20. Combined Operations Involving Sqnares and
Square Roots.

The "B" and "C" scales can be used in the same manner as the "A"
and "D" scales to obtain the square roots of numbers. This makes
various combined operations easy with the slide rule.

For example, to obtain the result of 4 x /354, set the left index of
"C" at 4 011 "D" and move the indicator to 354 on "B-LEFT".
Read the answer as 75.2 on "D" under the hairline. Likewise, to
obtain the result of 8.6 x 34.8, set the right index of "C" at 8.6
on "D" and move indicator to 34.8 on "B-RIGHT". Read the an
swer as 50.7 on "D" under the hairline.

For simplicity the following general form will be used for all slide
rule settings:

What is the value of 23.4 /iº?
To23.4on"D", setlon"C"
Opposite 7.86 on B-LEFT read 65.6 on

The same plan is used below for evaluating 94 ÷
To 94 on "D", set 34.9 on B-RIGHT
Opposite 1 on "C" read 1592 on

To find the value of 8.78 /2.35 perform the operation as follows:
674

To 878 on "D", set 67.4 on "C"
Opposite 2.35 on B-LEFT read 0.200 on "D"

4.51Thereciprocaiscale, CI", canbe usedforevaluatmgx =

21.2/iä

To 4.51 on "D", set 32.8 on B-RIGHT
Opposite 21.2 on "cr read 0.0371 on

as follows:

SPECIAL EXAMPLES: Make all indicated operations with your
own rule.

Example 1. Evaluate 0.356 ‘V’ 0.078 x 54.3

To 0.356 on "D", set 46.8 on B-RIGHT
Move indicator to 0.078 on B-LEFT
Set 54.3 on "CI" to hairline
Read answer as 0.789 on "D" opposite I on "C"

Reviewing these operations you have done the following: First,
0.356 has been divided by 46.8 and, second, this result has been
multiplied by ‘/ 0.078. In the third step, you have multiplied by
54S by using your "CT" scale. Your slide rule in this third operation
adds the logarithm of 54.3 to the logarithm of the result of step 2.

/W 4322
Example 2. Evaluate ir31.6 x 903

To 89.5 on A-RIGHT, set 903 on "C"
Move indicator to 31.6 on "CI"
Bring 43.2 on "CI" to hairline
Opposite 432 on "C" read 1.94 on

Reviewing these operations, you have done the following: First,
89.5 has been divided by 903 and, second, this result has been

divided by 31.6. Third, the second result has been multiplied by
43.2 by using the "CI" scale and, fourth, this result has been again
multiplied by 43.2 using the "C" scale. Finally, you have multi
plied by ii when the answer is read on the "DF" scale.

x /5t.z 232
Example 3. Evaluate

8.42 43

To 54.2 on A-RIGHT set 8.4 on "C"
Move indicator to 4.35 on B-LEFT
Bring 2.3 on "CIF" to hairline
Move indicator to 2.3 on
Bring 8.4 on "C" to hairline
Move indicator to left "C" index
Bring 34.9 on B-RIGHT to hairline
Read answer as 001947 opposite right index of "D".

Reviewing these operations, you have done the following: First,
/iJ has been divided by 8.4; second, this result has been multi
plied by / 4.35; third, the second result has been multiplied by 2.3
by using the "CIF" scale dividing a product by the reciprocal of a
number gives the same result as multiplying by the number; fourth,
this result has been again multiplied by 2.3 using the "CF" scale;
fifth, this result has again been divided by 8.4 using the "C" scale.
Sixth, or finaliy, this result has been divided by 34.9 using the
"B-RIGHT" scale and the answer 0.01947 is read on the "D" scale.
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CHAPTER V
Exercises

CUBES AND CUBE ROOTS

Using "K" Scale

21. Cubes.

______

Just as 42 means 4 >< 4, so 43 read four-cubed means 4 x 4 x4.
The small number, 3, to the upper right indicates how many 4’s or
whatever the number is must be multiplied together. This small

_________

number is called the exponent or power of the number. To illustrate:

10 = 10 x 10 x 10
4.73 = 4.7 x 4.7 x 4.7

it is always possible to multiply these numbers out on the "C"
and "D" scales-and in combined operations for complicated calcu
lations, it is sometimes more convenient. However, the "K" scale
on the slide rule is designed to give you the cubes of all numbers
directly.

The "K" scale is what is called a three-unit logarithmic scale; that
is, three complete logarithmic scales of a length which, when placed
end to end, equal the length of the single logarithmic scale "D" with
which it is usually used. You will note that this"K" scale is so
arranged that when the indicator is set to a number on the "D"
scale, the cube of that number is given under the hairline on the
"K" scale.

ILLUSTRATION: What is the cube of 34.5?

Set indicator to 34.5 on
Under hairline on "K" read 41,100

To carry out this calculation on the full length scales, do the
following:

To 34.5 on "D" set 34.5 on "Cr’
Move indicator to 34.5 on "C"
Read 41,100 under the hairline on

The reciprocal and folded scales are invaluable in shortening various
calculations and one who expects to become proficient in the opera
tion of the slide rule should use these scales as often as possible; as,
for instance, dividing a product by the reciprocal of a number as
ifiustrated in the above example gives the same result as multiplying
by the number. A tool is of value only when it is used.

In each of the following exercises perform the indicated operation.

1 / 0.932 6. 384/792 0.945
1. F 0.012

i/ 3.26 x 281 7. 21.7 7.72 6.7
2. V 0.821 x

3.83 /813 8. 2.39 i/6.3

0.65 5.12i/&7

3.18 71 9. i/89.3 7.81
"

v"75+8V’12l

37.8 2.3l 4.2 >< 9 10. 75 3.81 972

:->io- fix 7.1 /ö?Oö9

ANSWERS TO THE ABOVE EXERCISES.

1. 8.82 6. 481
2. 33.4 7. 2980
3. 53.1 8. 0.1063
4. 16.10 9. 5.96
5. 6.18 10. 382,000
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22. Cube Roots.

The cube root of a number is a number which when multiplied by
itself three times gives the original number. Thus, the cube root of 27
is3, because 3>< 3>< 3 is 27. The symbol of cube root is,Y,/ and
the cube root of 8000 is written as

The "K" scale is a triple scale, consisting of three identical sec
tions, one following the other. Tn finding the cube roots of numbers,
the "K" scale is considered as a single scale.

The first division of the "K" scale will be referred to as K-LEFT;
the second division as K-MIDDLE; and the third division as
K-RTGHT. To obtain cube roots of numbers, set the hairline on the
number on the "K" scale see unit below and read the cube root at
the hairline on "D" scale, using:

For numbers greater than 1,000 or less than 1 unity, proceed as
follows:

FIRST: Move the decimal point to the left or right three
places at a time until a number between 1 and
1000 is obtained.

SECOND: Take the cube root of this number using K
LEFF, K-MIDDLE, or K-RIGHT as explained
above. Place the decimal point after the first
figure of this reading.

ThIRD: Now move the decimal point in the opposite
direction one-third as many places as it was
moved in First above.

ILLUSTRATION: What is the cube root of 34560?
Move the decimal point to the left three places
one group of three, thus obtaining 34.560.
Since the part to the left of the decimal point is
between numbers 10 and 100, use the K-
MIDDLE scale.
Set indicator to 346 on K-MIDDLE and
Read 3.26 under hairline on "D" scale.

ILLUSTRATION: What is the cube root of 4,567,000?
Move the decimal point to the left six places
two groups of three, thus obtaining 4.567.
Since the part to the left of the decimal point is
between 1 and 10, use the K-LEFT scale.
Set indicator to 4567 on K-LEFT and
Read 1.658 under the hairline on "D" scale.

Set decimal point two places [ = 2] to tue

right to obtain the answer, 165.8.

ILLUSTRATION: What is the cube root of 0.0000315?
Move the decimal point to the right six places
two groups of three, thus obtaining 31.5.
Since the part to the left of the decimal point
is between numbers 10 and 100, use the K-
MIDDLE scale.
Set indicator to 31.5 on K-MIDDLE and
Read 3.16 under the hairline on "D" scale.

Set decimal point two places 6 2] to the

left to obtain the answer, 0.0316.
After a little practice, the steps in determining the location of the

decimal point, as well as the correct section of the "K" scale to be
used, can be easily determined mentally.

ILLUSTRATION: What is the cube root of 0.00315?
Set indicator to 3.15 on K-LEFT and
Read 0.1466 under the hairline on "D" scale.

23. Combined Operations.

The "K" scale can be used to advantage with the other scales to
obtain results for various combined operations.

Example 1. Evaluate 23.3 x
To 87.9 on K-MIDDLE set 23.3 on "CI"
Opposite "1" on "C" read 103.5 on

Example 2. Evaluate 2.45 x
5.67

To 7.8 on K-LEFT set 2.45 on "CIF"
Move indicator to 5.67 on "CIF"
Under hairline on "D" read 0.856.

K-LEFT for numbers between
K-MIDDLE"
K-RIGHT " "

1 and 10
10 and 100

100 and 1000

Set decimal point one place 3 = 1] to the

right to obtain the answer, 32.6.
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Reviewing this last example, the cube root of 7.8 is first multiplied
by 2.45 using the "CIF" scale dividing a product by the reciprocal
of a number gives the same result as multiplying by the number,
and then this result is divided by 5.67 using the "CIF" scale.

Example 3. Evaluate 34.5 >< 7.93
2.38

Example 4. Evaluate /0.78 x 8.97 x
4.58 >< 82.1

1. r 63.2

2. ,V63.2 ir

3. 7.81 2.31

4. 85

5.

6. 0.00312

81.2
7.2

2.45 x

To 895 on K-RIGHT set 2.38 on
Move indicator to 2.38 on "CIF"
Bring 7.93 on "CI" to hairline
Move indicator to "1" on "C"
Bring 2.38 on "C" to hairline
Move indicator to 34.5 on "C"
Read answer as 195.5 under hairline on

To 54.8 on K-MIDDLE set 4.58 on "C"
Move indicator to 0.78 on B-RIGHT
Bring 8.97 on "CIF" to hairline
Move indicator to 82.1 on "CIF"
Read answer as 0.0799 under hairline on "D"

Exercises

7.81+,.Y9a1

34.2 752

9.45 ><

10.
j/ 5.1

Y0.0831 x
r 3.872

12. V2.782_
13.

2.81 -

2.032

14. 0.431 0.0032 ‘872
r2 1.8152

4.18

ANSWERS

1. 794,000
2. 12.52
3. 96.3
4. 0.428
5. 45.3
6. 30.4 < l0°
7. 22.6
8. 4.07
9. 0.0320

16.95
0.0835
2.43
4.72
1.715 x 10
12.03

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

CHAPTER VI

PLANE TRIGONOMETRY

Use of the "5", "T<45", "T>45", and "ST" Scales

24. Fundamental Ideas and Formulas of Plane
Trigonometry.

A review of a few of the fundamental ideas and formulas of plane
trigonometry is given here to help in understanding the explanation of
the use of the "5", "Tcc45", "T>45", and "ST" scales on your
slide rule.

A

Referring to this figure, the following definitions and relationships
can he written. *

Definitions of the sine, cosine, and tangent:

a - opposite side
Sine A written sin A =

c - hypotenuse
b adjacent side

Cosine A written cos A =
c - hypotenuse
a opposite side

Tangent A written tan A
b adjacent side

Reciprocal relations:

c 1
Cosecant A written csc A

a sinA
c 1

Secant A written see A - -

bcosA
b 1

Cotangent A written cot A -
- a - tan A

See any standard text on Plane Trigonometry.

In the right triangle, Figure 25, the cor
ners or angles are labeled A, B, and C. The
triangle is referred to as triangle ABC. The
sides are labeled a, b, and c, with a opposite
angle A, b opposite angle B, and c opposite
angle C. For right triangles the 90 angle
is labeled C.

b
Fig. 25

C
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PLANE TRIGONOMETRY THE "S" SINE AND "Si" SINE-TANGENT SCALES

RELATION BETWEEN FUNCTIONS OF ANGLES LESS
THAN 900:

cos A = sin 900 - A
cot A tan 900_ A

sin A = cos 900 - A
tan A = cot 90°- A

From a table of functions of angles, the cosine of 35° is given as
0.819152. Looking up the sine of 90° - 35° or the sine of 55° we
find that it is again 0.819152. You can check these relationships
given above in a similar manner.

Complementary angles have their sum equal to 900. Thus, in
the above example, 35° and 550 are complementary angles since their
sum is 900.

RELATION BETWEEN FUNCTIONS OF ANGLES BE
TWEEN 90° AND 180°:

The definitions of the trigonometric functions given at the be
ginning of this article apply only to angles between 00 and 90°.
More general definitions applying to angles of any size are given in
texts on trigonometry. Since we will have to deal with functions
of angles between 900 and 180°, a summary of these relationships
only will be given here, and one is referred to any text on trigo
nometry for a complete statement of these definitions.

If A is an angle between 90°, and 1800 then the following relation
ships hold between the functions of these angles:

sin A=sin 180°-A
cos A = - cos 180° - A
tan A = - tan 180° - A

Thus, if the angle A is 123°, we may write:

From these relationships, the value of the functions of any angle
between 900 and 180° can be obtained. These will be used later for
the solution of oblique triangles.

RELATION BETWEEN ANGLES OF TRIANGLES
In a right triangle, the sum of the other two angles is 90°. Re

ferring to Figure 25, the sum of A and B equals 900 and the sum of
A, B, and C equals 180°.

In equation form:

For a right triangle:
A + B = 90° where angle C is 90°

For any triangles:

In any triangle as Figure 26, the relation between the sides and
the angles can be expressed as shown below:

Law of cosines:
aO=b2+c2_2bc cosA A

Orb2=a2+c2_2ac cosB
Or c2 = a24b2_ 2ab cos C

25. The "5" Sine and "ST" Sine-Tangent Scales.

The "5" and "ST" scales are two sections of one long scale which,
operating with "D", gives the sines of the angles between 0.57° and
90°. The "5" scale represents the scale of sines of angles from 5.74°
to 90° and for cosines of angles from 0° to 84.26°. The "ST" scale
represents the scale of sines and tangents of angles from 0.57° to
5.74° and for cosines of angles from 84.26° to 89.43°. Since the
value of the sine and tangent of angles below 5.74° is for all prac
tical purposes identical, we can use the same scale for finding either
the sine or the tangent for angles below 5.74° and above 0.57°. Thus,
the reason for the "ST" scale.

The black numbers on "5" are used for sines and the red numbers
for cosines.

The "S" and "ST" scales are so designed and arranged that when
the indicator is set to a black number angle on the "5" or
scales, the sine of the angle is given under the hairline on the "D"
scale.

Likewise,

A -- B + C = 180’

Law of sines:

sin A = sin B = sin C
a b c

b

Fig. 26

sin 123°
cos 123° =

tan 123° =

sin l80°-123°= sin 57°
- cos 180° - 123° = - cos 57°
- tan 180° - 123° = - tan 57°
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PLANE TRIGONOMETRY THE "5" SINE AND "ST" SINE-TANGENT SCALES

When using the "8" scale to read the value of sines of any angle,
read the left index of "D" as 0.1 and the right index as 1.0. When
using the "ST" scale to read the value of the sine of any angle, read
the left index of "D" as 0.01 and the right index as 0.1. This is
illustrated in Figure 27.

01a ,j wi
*1 N 11

0 6 0 0

Fig. 27

The "8" scale between the left index 5.74° and 100 has each
degree numbered and the interval between each degree is first
divided into ten parts representing 0.10 and each of these ten parts
are then divided into two parts-each part representing 0.05°. From
100 to 20°, each degree is numbered and the interval between each
degree is divided into ten parts representing 0.10. Therefore, be
tween the left index 5.74° and 20° of the "8" scale, you can easily
estimate the angles to the nearest 0.010. From 20° to 30°, the degrees
are not numbered except the 250, but are indicated by a long mark.
The interval between the degrees is divided into five parts-each
part representing 0.2°. Therefore, between 20° and 30°, you can
read to the nearest 0.1°. From 30° to 60°, each ten degrees are
numbered and the primary interval between each ten degrees rep
resents 1.0°. Each degree is again divided into two parts by a short
mark representing 0.5°. Here you can still estimate to the nearest
0.10. From 60° to 80°, each ten degrees is marked and numbered
and the primary interval between each ten degrees represents 1.0°.
With reasonable accuracy, you can estimate to the nearest 0.1°.
From 80° to 90°, one can only estimate to the nearest degree.

Example 1. What is the sin 6.75°?
Bring indicator to 6.75 on "5"
Under the hairline read 0.1175 on

Example 2. What is the sin 27.584°?
Round this off to either 27.6 or 27.58
The last digit may be estimated fairly well
Set indicator to 27.58 on "8"
Under hairline read 0.463 on

Example 3. What is the sin 75.4°?
Set the indicator to 75.4 on "5"
Under the hairline read 0.967 on

Example 4. What is the sin 3.45°?
Set indicator to 3.45 on
Under hairline read 0.0602 on

ExampleS. What is the sin 0. 785°?
Set indicator to 0.785 on "SlY’
Under hairline read 0.0137 on

EXERCISES

1. Obtain the sine of each of the following angles:
a 23.7° c 13.578° e 54.8° g 75.8° i 37.8°
b 30° d 23.45° 1 87.0° h 45.735° j 20.59°

2. If the cos A = sin 90° - A, determine the cosine of the angles
in exercise 1.

3. The sine of various angles are given below. Obtain the angle
represented by each.

a 0.776 d 0.0652 g 0.01125
b 0.1235 e 0.443 h 0.678
c 0.985 1 0.500 i

i
0.563
0.0866

Answers to the above exercises.
1. a. 0.402 c. 0.2348 e. 0.817

b. 0.500 d. 0.398 f. 0.999

2. a. 0.916 c. 0.972
b. 0.866 d. 0.917

3. a. 50.9° c. 81°
b. 7.09° d. 3.74°

g. 0.969 i. 0.613
h. 0.716 j. 0.352

e. 0.576 g. 0.245
f. 0.0523 h. 0.698
e. 26.3°
f. 30°

i. 0.790
j. 0.936

g. 0644° i 343°
h. 42.7° j. 4.97°
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THE "T <45" AND "P >45" TANGENT SCALES

26. The "T <45" and "T>45" Tangent Scales.

The "T<45" and "T>45" scales are designed to give directly the

tangents and cotangents of angles between 5.71° and 84.29°. When
the indicator is set to any black number angle on the "T<45" and

"T>45" scales, the tangent of that angle is given on the "D" scale.

When the indicator is set to any red number angle on the

"T<45" and "T>45" scales, the cotangent of that angle can be

read under the hairline on the "D" scale. Furthermore, because of

the reciprocal relationship of cot = -, when the indicator is set to

any black number angle on the "T<45" and "T>45" scales, the

cotangent of that angle can be read under the hairline on the

"DI" scale.

For angles between 0.57° and 5.71°, the tangent and the sine are

for all practical purposes almost the same. We can therefore use

the "ST" Sine-Tangent scale in conjunction with the "D" scale to

obtain the tangents and cotangents of angles between 0.57° and 5.71°.

Thus, to determine the tangent of the angle 35.2°, set the indicator

to 35.2 on "TcC45" and under the hairline on "D", read 0.705 for the

tangent. Under the hairline on "DI", read 1.418 as the cotangent.

On slide rules having only one "T" scale, tangents of angles less

than 45° are read on the "D" scale while tangents of angles greater

than 45° must be read on the "DI" scale. Similarly cotangents of

angles less than 45° are read on the "DI" scale while cotangents of

angles greater than 45° are read on the "D" scale.

4. For each of the numbers given in Exercise 3, obtain the angle for
which they are the cotangents.

Answers to the above exercises.

b. 0.1025 d. 1.000 f. 0.1290
g.
h. 0.766 j. 5.67

2. a. 1.457 c. 8.26 e. 0.425 0.687 i. 2.059
b. 9.76 d. 1.000 f. 7.76

g.
h. 1.307 0.1763

3. a. 6.66° c. 33.1° e. 57.44° 27.87° i. 64.87°
b. 44.44° d. 26.6° f. 77.9°

g.
h. 6.85° j. 28.56°

4. 83.34° c. 56.9° 32.56° 62.13° i. 25.13°
b. 45.56° d. 63.4° f. 12.1°

g.
h. 83.15° 61.44°

27. The Red Numbers on the "5", "T<45" and "T>45"
Scales.

The red numbers on the "5", "T <45" and "T <45" scales represent
the complements of the angles as shown by the corresponding black
numbers on these scales. The sum of complementary angles is 90°.
Thus, if you set the indicator to the black number 25 25° on the "S"
or "T <45" scales, you will also be able to read under the hairline
the red number 65 65°. The sum of these numbers is 90.

From this and the fact that sin 90° - A = cos A, you can read
the functions cosine and cotangent directly on the "D" scale by
using the red numbers. Thus, to obtain the cosine of 65°, do the
following:

Set indicator to the red 65 on "5"
Under hairline read 0.423 on
Therefore, cos 65° = 0.423

Also, determine the cot. 65°
Set indicator to the red 65 on "T" <45
Under hairline read 0.466 on
Cot. 65° = 0.466

Set indicator to the red 65 on "5"
Under hairline read 2.362 on "DI"
Sec 65° = 2.362

1. Determine
a 34.5°
b 5.85°

the tangent of
c 6.905°
d 45°

Exercises

each of the following angles:

e 67° g 55.5°
f 7.35° h 37.45°

i 25.9°
j 80°

2. For each of the angles given in Exercise 1, obtain the cotangent.

3. Determine the angle for which the following numbers are their

tangents:
a 0.1168 c 0.652 e 1.567 g 0.528 i 2.1345

b 0.978 d 0.500 f 4.672 h 0.120 j 0.5438

The reciprocal function secant equal to 1 /cos A can be obtained
by using the red numbers on "5" and the "DI" scale, since the
reciprocal of any number on "a" is given at the hairline on "DI".

TauSTRATIoN: Determine the sec 65’.
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The reciprocal scale, "DI", can be used to obtain the cotangent of 84.29° to 89.43°-Use the relationship tan A = cot 90° A. Set
angles by using the black numbers on "T<45" or "T>45". Since the 90° - A on "ST" and read answer on "DI"
tangent is the reciprocal of the cotangent, it is always possible to con- scale red numbers giving a value between 10.0
vert from one to the other by using the "D" and "DI" scales. and 100.0.

ILLUSTRATION: Again determine the cot 65°.

Set indicator to the black 65 on
Read the cotangent as 0.466 on "DI"
Read the tangent as 2.145 on

28. Summary of Settings on "5", "T<45", "T>45" and "ST"
Scales.

As an aid in reviewing the individual settings for the various trigo
nometric functions, the following summary is given here:

FOR SINES:
0.57° to 5.74° -Read black numbers angles on "ST" scale to

"D" scale black numbers giving a value be
tween 0.01 and 0.1. Black to Bkwk.

5.74° to 90° -Read black numbers angles on "5" scale to
"D" scale black numbers giving a value be
tween 0.1 and 1.0. Black to Black.

FOR COSINES:
0° to 84.26° -Read red numbers angles on "5" scale to "D"

scale black numbers giving a value between
0.1 and 1.0. Red to Black.

84.26° to 89.43°-Use the relationship cos A = sin 90° A.
Read 90° - A on "ST" scale to "ID" scale giv
ing values between 0.01 and 0.1.

FOR TANGENTS:

0.57° to 5.71° -Read black numbers angles on "ST" scale to
"D"- scale black numbers giving a value between
0.01 and 0.1. Black to Black.

5.71° to 45° -Read black numbers angles on "T<45" scale
to "D" scale black numbers giving a value be
tween 0.1 and 1.0. Black to Black.

45° to 84.29° -Read black numbers angles on "T>45" scale
to "D" scale black numbers giving a value be
tween 1.0 and 10.0. Black to Black.

FOR COTANGENTS:

0.57° to 5.71° -Read black numbers angles on "ST" scale to
"DI" scale red numbers giving a value between
10.0 and 100.0. Black to Red.

5.71° to 45° -Read red numbers angles on "T>45" scale to
"D" scale black numbers giving a value be
tween 1.0 and 10.0. Black to Red.

45° to 84.29° -Read red numbers angles on "T<45" scale to
"D" scale black numbers giving a value between
0.1 and 1.0. Black to Red.

FOR SECANTS:

0° to 84.26° -Read red numbers angles on "5" scale to "DI"
scale red numbers giving a value between 1.0
and 10.0. Red to Red.

84.26° to 89.43°-Use the relationship sec A
= 1 and cos A

cos A

= sin 90° - A. Read 90° -A on "ST" scale
to "DI" scale giving a value between 10.0 and
100.0.

FOR COSECANTS:

0.57° to 5.74° -Use the relationship csc A
1 Read black

sin A

numbers angles on "ST" scale to "DI" scale
red numbers giving a value between 10.0 and
100.0. Black to Red.

5.74° to 90° -Read black numbers angles on "5" scale to
"DI" scale red numbers giving a value between
10.0 and 1.0. Black to Red.
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For angles smaller than 0.57’ or larger than are shown in the above
summary, see article 37 in this chapter covering the functions of
small angles.

You will notice that for sine, tangent, and secant the direct func
tions, one always reads on like colors, BLACK to BLACK or RED
to RED numbers except when you use the relationship of comple
mentary angles. Also, in the same manner for cosine, cotangent,
and cosecant the co-functions, one always reads on opposite colors,
BLACK to RED or RED to BLACK numbers on the respective
scales.

By using the reciprocal relations and the relations between com
plementary angles as cos A = sin 90° - A, any of the six trigo
nometric functions of an angle can be replaced by a sine or tangent
of an angle. Hence, by using these relations, the red scales may be
avoided - It is recommended that the student always use the red
numbers to avoid subtracting an angle from 90’ where possible.

However, if one uses the trigonometric scales infrequently, it is
advisable that one employ mainly the sine and tangent.

29. Combined Operations.

Since the "S", "T<45", "T>45", and "ST" scales are placed on
the "slide" part of the rule, these scales can be used quite conveul
ently with the other scales of the rule to solve combined multiplica
tion and division, etc., involving trigonometric functions.

The examples given below illustrate the various types of problems
that can be solved using the "S", "T<45", "T>45", and "ST" scales.

Example 1. Evaluate 4.53 sin 12.5’.

This indicates the multiplication of 4.53
times the sine of 12.5°.

Set left end of "5" to 4.53 on
Bring indicator to 12.5 on "5"
Under hairline read 0.982 on

Example 2. Evaluate 23.5 sin 34.7°.
tan 15.3°

To 23.5 on "D" set 15.3 on
Bring indicator to 34.7 on "5"
Under hairline read 48.8 on

Example 3. Evaluate 8.34 /34 sin 63.0°.
4.23 tan 42.4°

To 34 on "A-RIGHT" set 4.23 on "C"
Bring indicator to 8.34 on
Move slide so 42.4 on "T<45" is at hairline
Bring indicator to 63.0 on "5"
Under hairline read 11.20 on "DF"

What you have done in the above operations for the solution of
Example 3 is this: First, you have divided i/34 by 4.23 and mul
tiplied this by 8.34 this result would be at the index on
second, you have divided by tan 42.4°; and third, you have mul
tiplied by sin 63M°. The answer must, of course, be read on
since the last two operations are done with respect to this scale.
Example 4. Evaluate 67.3 csc 25° cos 56’

tan 34.6°
Bring 5.78 on "B-LEFT" to left index of "A"
Move indicator to 67.3 on "C"
Bring sin 25° this equals 1/ese 25’ on "5"

to hairline
Move indicator to 56 red on "5" this is to

cos 56° on "5"
Bring 34.6 on "T<45" to hairline
Read 53.7 on "D" opposite right index

When you have combinations of trigonometric functions involving
the reciprocal functions cosecant, cotangent, and secant, it may
help in their solution to write them as 1/sine, 1/tangent, and
1/cosine. For the cosecant of 25° in Example 4, the csc 25’ was
used on the slide rule as 1/sin 25°.

Example 5. Evaluate 3.42 x 2.67 >< ‘/38.9
sin 80° < tan 28° x 4.08

To 3.42 on "D" bring 28 on
Move indicator to 38.9 on "B-RIGHT"
Bring 80 on "5" to hairline
Move indicator to 2.67 on "C"
Bring 4.08 on "C" to hairline
Read 26.7 on "D" at the right index

The preceding example may be solved in a number of ways using dif
ferent scales. To illustrate, make the following settings on your rule:
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To 38.9 on "A-RIGHT" set 4.08 on "C"
Move indicator to left index of "C"
Bring 2.67 on "CIF" to hairline
Move indicator to 3.42 on
Bring 28 on "T<45" to hairline
Move indicator to 90 on "5"
Bring 80 on "5" to hairline
Opposite 900Th "5" read 26.7 on

This last method is not necessarily shorter. In all of these illus
trations, try on your own part to do them in more than one way.
This will give you more familiarity with your rule.

Exercises
Evaluate the following problems:

4.3 sec 40.8°
2.45 cos 36° 7.

1. sin 61.5° i/831 tan 5°

3.17 tan 60° 8.
,yg sin 45°

2. sin 27° i/3o.3 tan 19.75°

4&2-/iäi 1.015 cos 31.8° sin 31.8°
tan 21.5° /4.93 tan 40.9°

7.31 ,r

__________________

- 31.9 cot 45°

0.0121 sin 67°
- 8.01 tan 2.0°

6
13.12 sin 12.2°

- csc 38.1°’/45.3
Answers to the above exercises:

1. 2.26 4. 4.87 7. 22.7 10. 9.05
2. 12M9 5. 0.0399 8. 1.634 11. 12.71
3. 321. 6. 0.254 9. 0.236 12. 7.24

30. Solution of Right Triangles.
In many engineering and scientific calculations, it is necessary to

determine certain parts of a right triangle having given sufficient
information to define the triangle.
CASE I. Given one side "a" and the hypotenuse "c" of a right

triangle, determine the side "b" and the angles A and
B. Side "a" is always opposite angle A, side "1" is
always opposite angle B, and side "c" is always opposite

AC

Fig. 28

the angle C, which in this manual is considered as the
90° angle of the right triangle.

Example 1. Find side "b" and angles A and B in a right triangle
for which a=3 and c=5. See
Figure 28.

Solution:

a/c sin A = cos B.
To 5 on "D" set right index of slide.
Set hairline to 3 on
Under hairline on black "5" scale read A = 36.9°.
Under hairline on red "5" scale read B = 531°.
b = c sin B
Keep right index of slide still set to 5 on "D".
Opposite 53.1° on black "S" scale read b = 4 on

CASE II. Given the hypotenuse "c" and one acute angle B,
determine "a", "b", and A.

Example 2. In a right triangle with c 7.81 and B = 40°, find
"a", "b", and A. See Figure 29.

0 8.5 csc 21° cot 42° Solution:
/95.8 sin 31° tan 30°

8.5 x 10 sin 12.75° To 7.81 on "D" set right index of
3 x 10 sin 16.5° tan 60° slide.

Opposite 40° on red "5" scale read
0.92 /° cot 27° a 5.98 on

Opposite 40° on black "S" scale read b = 5.02 on
By mental calculation A 90° - B = 50°.

CASE III. Given one side "a" and one acute angle A, determine
"b" and "c" and the angle B.

Example 3. In a right triangle with a 17.21 and A = 32.4°,
find "b", "c", and B. See
Figure 30.

Solution:
By mental calculation
B = 90° - A = 57.6°.

a A’
c=.-r-andb=csinB -sm A Fig.30

11.

12. 5 tan 18.5°

a = c cos B and b = c sin B

17.21

PC

Fig. 29
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To /7.21 on "D" set 32.4’ on
black "5" scale.

Opposite right index of slide read c = 32.1.
Opposite 57.6° on black "8" scale read b 27.15

CASE IV. Given the two sides "a" and "b", determine "c" and
the acute angles A and B.

Example 4. Given a = 4 and b 7, find "c" and A and B.

Soluüon:
AC

Set right index of slide to 7 on "D". Fig. 31
Opposite 4 on "D" read A = 29.8° on black "T<45".
Scale and read B 60.2° on red "T<45" scale.

a
am A

Keep hairline set to 4 on "D" as above.
Bring 29.8’ on black "5" scale under the hairline.
Opposite right index of slide read c = 8.05 on

31. Solution of Right Triangles by the "Law of Sines."
The law of sines applies to all triangles and is given as

a - b c
Sin A - Sin BOr
SmA SinE

a b - c
The law of sines makes it possible to solve right triangles by pro

portion on the slide rule. See Chapter 3 on PROPORTION.

Example 1. Given side "a" and angle A as 456 and 34 ‘respectively,
determine the hypotenuse and the other leg of the

triangle. B
See Figure 32.
Write this in the form c 456

b 340
Sin 34° Sin 90° Sin 90-A A b C

To 456 on "D" set 34 on "5" Fig. 32
Opposite 90 on "8" read c 816 on
Opposite 56 90-34 on "5" read b = 677 on

Sin C
Sin C

Example 2. Given a right triangle in which B = 40.80 and c 78.5
ft., find a, b and A. See Figure 33.

Solution:

A 90° - B = 49.2°
To 78.5 on "D" bring 90 on "5"
Opposite 40.8 on "5" .read

b =51.3 on
Opposite 49.2 on "5" read

a =59.6 on
Fig. 33

Reviewing the above two examples-what you have actually done
is to divide one number, which is a side of the triangle, by the sine
of the angle opposite this side and then multiply this result by the
sine of another angle. For instance, the law of sines could be written
as follows:

c = -- >K sin Csin A

or any combination of these sides and angles in a similar maimer.

31a. Solution of Right Triangles and Vectors
by "DI" Scale.

The "DI" scale has useful applications in solving right triangles
and vector of problems when any two sides of the triangle are given.

The theory of the "DI" scale as applied to trigonometric and vector
problems is as follows:

Figure 34 represents a right triangle for which we can write the
following equations:

a B
1 - =sinA,ora =csinA

2 =tanA,ora =btanA a

Equate the values of "a" to obtain A_________________
3 a btanA csinA b

From Equation 3, the following reciprocal Fig. 34
right triangle proportions can be written.

A
b ‘C
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1
4 -

1

tanA sinA

1 1

a b e

EXAMPLE: Solve the right triangle shown in Fig.
34a. In this example the proportion becomes:

1 tanA sinA

1 1 1

4 7 c

To solve, Set the right index of "5" opposite 4 on "DI"
Move the Hairline to 7 on "DI"
Under the Hairline, on "T <45" black, read A = 29.8’
Under the Hairline, on "T <45" red, read B = 60.2°
Move the Hairline to 29.8° black on "5".
Under the Hairline, on "DI", read c 8.05

Note that by using the "DI" scale only one setting of the slide
was required.

EXERCISES

In the following exercises for the solution of right triangles C = 90°.
Determine the missing parts of the triangle. The law of sines and the
proportion principle will be of value in solving these triangles.

1. a= 62.7 3. b= 200 5. c= 423 7. b=40.7
A= 30°. A= 68° A= 30° c=59.4

2. b= 31.7 4. c= 39.8 B= 60° 8. a’=l2.34
c 49.8 a= 12.3 6. a = 42.8 b= 11.97

Answers to the above exercises.

b = 12.3

3. B=22°5. a=211.5
a=496 b=367
c = 534 6. A 73.97°

4. A 18° B = 16.03°
B=72° c=44.6
b 37.9

7. A=46.7°
B 43.3’
a = 43.2

8. A = 45.85° 10.
B = 44.15°
c = 17.18

9. a=51.2
b = 24.8

10. A 3.27°
c 175.8

9. A=64.1°
B = 25.9°
c = 56.8
B = 86.73°
a = 10.05
b = 175.6

AC

Fig. 34a

32. The Law of Sines Applied to Oblique Triangles.

The same procedure as used for the solution of right triangles by
the law of sines can be used for oblique triangles, since the law of
sines is applicable to any triangle.

Example 1. Given the oblique triangle in Figure 35 in which
c=43.7ft., a=58.9 ft., and A=35°. Find b, B,
and C.

Solution:
c a b

Sin C - Sin A - Sin B
To 58.9 on "D" set 35

Opposite 43.7 on "D" read
C = 25.2° on "5"

B

on b
Fig.

Since A + B + C = 180°
B 180° - 35° + 25.2° 119.8°
sin 119.8° = sin 180° - 119.8° = sin 60.2°.
With your slide rule set as above again
Move indicator to 60.2 on "5"
Read b 89.1 ft. on "D" under hairline

Results: B = 119.8°, C 25.2°, and b = 89.1 ft.

35

Example 2. Given the oblique triangle in Figure 36 in which
b 50.0 ft., a = 4 ft., and B = 68.5°, determine A,
C, and c.

Solution:
To 50.0 on "D" set 68.5 on "5"
Move indicator to 4 on
Under hairline read A 4.27° on

Move indicator to 72.77 on "5"
Read c 51.3 ft. on "D" under the

hairline.
To obtain C 107.23 we use the re

lation C = 180° - A + B but
sin 107.23° sin 180° - 107.23°

72.77° was used above on "S’

Fig. 36

= sin 72.77°

Results: A = 4.27°, C = 107.23°, and c = 51.3 ft.

1. B=
b=
c=

2. A =

60°
108.5
125.4
50.4°
39.6
38.4

B
4’
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33. Law of Sines Applied to Oblique Triangles
Continued.

When the given parts of a triangle are two sides and an angle
opposite one of them, and when the side opposite the given angle is
less than the other given side, there may be two triangles which have
the given parts. In both the cases solved in the previous article, the
side opposite the given angle has been greater than the other given
side.

Example 1. Given the oblique triangle in Figure 37 in which
a = 43.7 ft., c = 58.9 ft.,
and A = 35°, find b,
B, and C. The Figure
37 shows the two pos
sible solutions.

A
Solution: First Fig. 37

To 43.7 on "D" set 35 on "5"
Opposite 58.9 on "D" read C = 50.5° on "5"
Then B 180°- 35° + 50.5° = 94.5°
With rule set as before
Move indicator to 180° - 94.5° 85.5 on "5"
Under hairline read b = 76.0 ft.

Results of first solution: B = 94.5°, C = 50.5°, and b = 76.0 ft.
Solution: Second

The second solution comes in since the sin 50.5°
is the same as the sin 180° - 50.5°.

Therefore, in the second solution C = 129.5°.
To 43.7 on "D" set 35 on "5"
Opposite 58.9 on "D" read C 180° - 50.5° - 129.5°.
Now B = 180° - 35° + 129.5° = 15.5°
Opposite 15.5 on "5" read ii = 20.35 ft. on

Results of second solution: B = 15.5°, C = 129.5°, and b = 20.35 ft.
The dotted line in Figure 37 shows the position of the leg "a" for

the second solution and for this second solution, the angle C is
marked C’.

In this Example 1, it should be noticed that both solutions were
made with the same setting of the slide rule. This is possible since
from trigonometry, we know that sin A = sin 180° .- A.

34. Law of Sines Applied to an Oblique Triangle in
Which Two Sides and the Included Angle Are Given.

To solve an oblique triangle when two sides and the included
angle are given, it is convenient to think of the triangle made up of
two right triangles. This is illustrated as follows:

Example 1. Given the oblique tri
angle in Figure 38 in
which c = 45.6, b =

________

67.8, and A = 36.8°,
solve the triangle.

To 45.6 on "D" set 90 on "5"
Move indicator to 36.8 on "5"
Under hairline read q 27.3 on
Move indicator to 53.2 on "5"
Under hairline read b’ = 36.5 on

From the right triangle B’, C, and C’

If = 67.8-36.5 = 31.3 and
q 27.3

tanC

Results: c° = a 41.5, B 102.1°, and C 41.1°

If the given angle is greater than 90°,
the perpendicular will fall outside the
given triangle, but the solution is essen
tially the same. See Figure 39. A

A

Solution: The dotted line is drawn from B perpendicular to the
base. This forms two right triangles. Call the per
pendicular "q".

q 45.6 67.8
= . = . whereB’=53.2°

smA sm9O° smB’

Set to 31.3 on "D" 27.3 on "C"
Opposite right index of "D" read C = 41.1° on
Set tog 27.3 on "D" 41.1 on "5"
Opposite b’ 31.3 on "D" read B’ 48.9 on "5"
Opposite 90 on "5" read c° = 41.5 on
B B’ + B" = 53.2° + 48.9° 102.1°

:43.7’

/46.90
C’

C, C

bb+b’t 67.Oft.
Fig. 38

C C’
Fig. 39
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PLANE TRIGONOMETRY LAW OF COSINES APPLIED TO OBLIQUE TRIANGLES

Solve the following oblique
used in Exercises 6, 7 and 10.
1. c =75

B = 39°
C = 105°

2. a=12
b = 38
A = 7.8°

Hint: Two solutions
3. b=7.81

o = 19.75
C 97°

4. a = 0.7758
b = 0.721
A = 65°

5. b=90.7
o = 82.1
B = 49.7°

Answers to the above problems.
1. a =45.6

b = 48.9
A = 36°

3. a = 17.24
A = 59.9°
B = 23.1°

4. o = 0.722
B = 57.4°
C = 57.6°

5. a 118.6
A = 86.6°
C = 43.7°

Exercises

triangles. The "ST" scale must be

6. a =4.27
A = 3.75°
C = 100°

7. a=8
b = 120
B = 60°

8. a =120
b = 91
A = 58°

9. a = 12.02
b = 7.21
B = 32.7°

Hint: Two solutions
10. b = 3.21

B = 2.39°
C = 103.7°

6. b=63.4
o = 64.3
B = 76.25°

7. c = 123.8
A = 3.31°
C = 116.69°

8. C = 140.2
B = 40.0°
C = 82.0°

2. First Solution
c 48.6
B = 25.5°
C =146.7°

35. Law of Cosines Applied to Oblique Triangles in
Which Three Sides Are Given.

When the three sides of a triangle are given, we may find the
value of one angle by the use of the law of cosines first, and then hay
ing one angle known, solve the other angles by means of the law of
sines which is easier to use.
Example 1. Given a triangle in which the sides are a = 34.5,

b = 52.3, and C = 46.3. Solve the triangle.
Solution:

The law of cosines is
a2 = b2 + c2 - 2bccos A

From this we get
b2 + 02 - a2cosA= 2bc

52.32 + 46.32 - 34.52
CosA = sin 90 -A

= 2x52.3 x 46.3

sin 90° - A
=

Set to 4850 on "D" 3690 on "C"
Opposite right index of "D" read 49.6 on "5"
This is 90° - A
Therefore, A = 40.4°
To 34.5 on "D" set 40.4 on "5"
Opposite c = 46.3 on "D" read C = 60.6 on "5"
Opposite b = 52.3 on "D" read B = 79 on "5"

Results: A = 40.4°, B = 79.0°, and C = 60.6°.
Check: A +B + C = 180°. Thus, 40.4°+ 79.0°+60.6° = 180°.

Exercises
Solve the triangles in the following exercises:

1. a=20 3. a=0.499 5. a=2.97 7. a=2.19 9. a=469
b=36.3 b=0.751 b=61.0 b=3.69 b=925
c= 39.9 c 0.704 c= 61.4 c = 3.85 c 633

2. a=3.84 4. a=9.75 6. a=38.2 8. a=87.5 10. a=151.0
b= 9.06 b = 6.49 b = 45.8 b= 46.4 b 158.0
c=8.54 c=5.79 c=72.8 c=62.6 c=123.8

9.

10.

First Solution
- 13 24

A -642°- .

0C=83.1
a = 73.8

.

Second Solutton
- 6 97

A’ 1158°
-C= 31.5

.
Answers to the above exercises.
1. A=30° 3. A=40° 5. A=2.75° 7. A=33.7° 9. A=27.8°
B=65° B=75° B=80.9° B=69.2° B=113.2°
C=85° C=65° C=96.3° C=77.1° C=39.0°

2. A=25° 4. A=105° 6. A=27° 8. A=105.7° 10. A=63.5°
c =74.8 B=85° B=40° B=33° B=30.7° B=69.3°
A=73.91° C=70° C=35° C=120° C=43.6° C=47.2°

Second Solution
c = 26.9
B = 154.5°
C = 17.7°
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PLANE TRIGONOMETRY SINES AND TANGENTS OF SMALL ANGLES

36. Conversions Between Degrees and Radians.

If an angle is made a central angle of a circle, the number of radians
in the angle equals the ratio of the length of the intercepted arc to
the length of the radius of the circle. Hence, since an angle of 1800
intercepts an arc equal to a semi-circle,

irr1800 = - = lr radians.
r

Therefore, the following relation can be set up
- R number of radians

180 - D number of degrees

Based on this proportion we have the following GENERAL RULE
for conversions between degrees and radians:

Set 180 on "CF" to r right on "DF".
Opposite a given number of degrees on "CE" or "C" read the equiva

lent number of radians on "DF" or "D".
Opposite a given number of radians on "DF" or "D" read the

equivalent number of degrees on "CF" or "C".
The decimal point is located from a mental estimate.

1 radian
= -

= 57.3°.

Example 1. How many radians are equivalent to 125.5°?
Set 180 on "CF" to lr right on "DF".
Opposite 125.5 on ‘CF" or "C" read 2.19 radians on
"DF" or "D".

Example 2. How many degrees are equivalent to 5.46 radians?
Set 180 on "CF" to ii right on "DF".
Opposite 5.46 on "D" read 313’ on "C".

If, in conversions between radians and degrees, an accuracy: of
J4 of 1% is sufficient, then the conversion can be made more simply.
For small angles sin A = A in radians to a close approximation.
Therefore, opposite an angle marked on the "ST" scale, we can read
its radian measure A = sin A on the "D" scale. For A = 10 the error
in the approximation is 1 part in 200,000. For A 5.74°, the maxi
mum angle on the "ST" scale, the error is 1 part in 600, or 3’ of 1%
To this accuracy, then, angles marked in degrees on the "ST" scale
have their radian values indicated on the "D" scale. Decimal multiples
of angles on the "ST" scale will have radian values which are decimal
multiples of the values read on the "D" scale. Hence the following

GENERAL RULE:
To convert between degrees and radians, to an accuracy of 34 of 1%
or better, read radians on "D" opposite degrees on "ST", or vice versa.
Example 3. How many radians are equivalent to 125.5°?

Set hairline to 125.5° or 1.255° on "ST".
Under hairline on "D" read 2.19 radians.

Example 4. How many degrees are equivalent to 5.46 radians?
Close rule and set hairline to 5.46 on
Under hairline on "ST" read 3130.

Exercises
1. Express the following angles in radians: 3.45°, 76.5°, 45.6°, 0.8c,

48.2°, 346°, 320’, 201°, 308°, and 57.3’.
2. Express the following angles in degrees: 0.089, 2.345, 6.28, 6.34,

5.24, 0.896, 1.0894, 2.34, and 4.72. All given values are in radians

Answers to the above exercises.
1. 0.0603, 1.336, 0.797, 0.01396, 0.842, 6.04, 5.58, 3.51, 5.38, and

1.00.
2. 5.1°, 134.3°, 360’, 363°, 300°, 51.3°, 62.3°, 134°, and 270°.

37. Sines and Tangents of Small Angles.
The sines and tangents of angles smaller than those given on the

"ST" scale can be found by the following approximation:
sin A = tan A = A in radians.

The error in the above approximations is less than 1 part in 10,000
for angles less than 1°.

Therefore, to find the sine or tangent of an angle less than 1°, find
the value of the angle in radians. Methods for converting an angle
from degrees to radians have been given in Section 36. To locate

decimal points recall that 1’ = 0.01745 radians.

Example 1. Find sin 0.2°.
Set hairline to 0.2’ or 2° on "ST".
Under hairline on "D" read sin 0.2° 0.00349 on

If the small angles whose sines or tangents are to be found are
given in terms of minutes or seconds, their values in radians may be
found by means of the "minute" and "second" marks on the "ST"
scale.
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1’ = 0.01667° 0.0003 radians approximately.

1°’
=

= 0.0002778° = 0-000005 radians approximately.

The "minute" mark is placed on the "ST" scale at 1.667° or 0.01667°
and the "second" mark on the same scale at 2.778° or 0.0002778°.
Below the marks one can read on the "D" scale the values of 1’ and
1’ in radians- 0.000291 and 0.00000485 respectively. To obtain the
radian value for any given angle expressed in minutes or seconds
one needs merely to multiply the given number of minutes or seconds
times the number of radians in one minute or one second by using
the gauge marks. The decimal point is placed by making an approxi
math mental calculation.

Example 2. Express 16’ in radians.
Set left index of slide opposite 16 on
Opposite "minute" mark on "ST" read

16’ = 0.00466 radians on

Example 3. Find tan 23’.
Set right index of slide opposite 23 on "D".
Opposite "second" mark on "ST" read tan

23’ = 0.0001114 on

Trigonometric functions for angles very near 90° can also be
determined by finding the co-named function of the small comple
mentary angles.

Example 4. Find tan 89.75°.
ITan 89.75° = cot 0.25° = tan 0.25°

Set hairline to 0.25° or 2.5° on "ST".
Under hairline on "DI" read tan 89.75° = 229.

Exercises

Find the values of the following:
1. sin 3’ 3. cot 0.05° 5. sec 18’ 7. sin 8.6’ 9. cot 0.2’
2. csc 27’ 4. tan 36’ 6. sin 9.8°’ 8. tan 0.8’

10
[tan 0.34°
Lo.0001237

Answers to the above exercises.
1. 0.000873 3. 1146
2. 7640 4. 0.0001747

5. 1.000 7. 0.0025 9. 17180
6. 0.0000475 8. 0.000233 10. 48.0

38. Trigonometric Applications.
Applications Involving Vectors: Also please see Article 31a. for

&ternate method In engineering and scientific calculations, there are
an infinite number of problems whose solution involves the appli
cation of vectors.

A vector is a segment of a straight line
with an arrowhead on one end. A vector
specifies the magnitude and direction of
some quantity. In Figure 40 a vector

_____________

"R" is shown, and a set of X. and Y.axes
has been added. The projection of the
vector on the X-axis is called the X-com
ponent of the vector. It is denoted by
R and may be calculated from the
formula

H, = H cos A, Fig. 40

where H is the magnitude of the vector
and A is the angle which the line of the
vector would make with the X-axis. Similarly, R
of the vector, and it may be calculated from the

R=H sin A.

Complex numbers X + jY have two components along perpen
dicular axes just as do vectors. The magnitude X is the horizontal
component of the complex number, and the magnitude Y is the
vertical component. The I indicates that the magnitude Yis to be
laid off along the vertical axis. Mathematically, j V-i is the
unit imaginary number, and the x- and y-axes are called the real
and imaginary axes respectively.

Example 1. Find the magnitude H and the angle A of the complex
number X + jY = 4.3 + j5.7. See Figure 41.

Solution:
x x
- cotA and HY sin 90° - A
Set right index of slide to 5.7

on
Bring hairline to 4.3 on
Under hairline read A = 53.0°
on red "T<45" scale A>45°
because Y>X.

V

LA

is the Y-component
formula

IY:51

-x

V

Fig. 41
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Note the acute angle 900 - A = 37.00 on black "T<45"
scale under hairline.

Bring 37.0° on black "5" scale under the hairline.
Opposite right in.dex of slide read R = 7.15 on
Hence, X+jY R/4= 7.15/53.0°.

The process of finding H and A when X and Y are given is called
converting from component to polar form for the complex number,
or vector. The process occurs so frequently in problems involving
vectors that the following general method will be helpful.

GENERAL METHOD. To find the magnitude and angle of a
vector whose components are known:

1. Set index of slide to the larger component X or Y on
Use whichever index will bring the smaller component Y or X
on "D" opposite some point on the slide scales.

2. Set the hairline to the smaller component Y or X on

3. Under the hairline on the black "Tc45" or "ST" scale read
the value of the acute angle of the triangle in Figure 41. Write
it down.

4. Bring the acute angle on the black "5" scale under the hairline.

5. Opposite the index of the rule read the magnitude of the vector
H on

6. Take the angle A of the vector as the acute angle found above
or as its complementary angle according to whether Y < X
or Y>X.

Example 2. An electric circuit has resistance R 4.3 ohms and
reactance X = 3.1 ohms in series. Find the magnitude
Z and angle A of the impe
dance: Z/A = R + jX. See
Figure 41a.

Solution:
Set right index of slide to 4.3
on

Bring hairline to 3.1 on "D". Fi 41aUnder hairline read A = 35.8°
on "T<45".

Bring 35.8° on black "S" scale under hairline.
Opposite right index of slide read Z = 5.30 on
Hence.R+jX= Z/A= 5.30/35.8° ohms.

APPLICATIONS TO RECTILINEAR FIGURES: The solution
of many practical problems is made by working with rectilinear
figures. A few typical problems are given below as examples of
what can be solved by means of the slide rule.

Example 1. Determine the length of the side CD in the Figure 42.

Solution:

24.7 BD BD CDWrite . = . and . .sin 80° sin 600 sin 35° sin 45

To 24.7 on "D" set 80
on "5"

BD = 21.7
Opposite 60 on "5" read ,<tcc,5vC

40To 21.7 on "D" set 35

_________

A 24.7 Don "8"
Opposite 45 on "5" read Fig. 42
CD 26.8

Or To 24.7 cii "D" set 80 on "5"
Bring indicator to 60 on "5"
To hairline bring 35 on "5"
Opposite 45 on "5" read CD 26.8

In the second method for the solution of N
Example 1, the intermediate value of BD was
not read. This is the only difference in the
two methods.

Example 2. A surveyor wants to determine
the distance between two inaccessible points
A and B and the direction of the line between
them. He runs the line CD and finds it 375 ft.
in length and bears South 15° East. The
angles he measures are as indicated in the
Figure 43a.

C
A

Fig. 43a
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Write:

Solution: Using the relation between angles in a triangle, deter
mine the various angles of the figure. Next, determine
DE and then EB. Next, solve for CE and then EA.
Angle AEB is equal to angle CED and thus you can
determine two sides AE and EB and the included
angle.

Z CED 180°- 400 + 30° = 1100
Sin 1100 is the same as sin 180° - 110° sin 70°

L AEB = £ CED 1100
L DEB = 1800 - 110° 70° which equals £CEA
L EBD = 1800 - 70° + 80° 30°
Z CAE = 180°- 70° + 60° = 50°

375 DE DE EB
and . =

Sm 1100 Sm 40° sin 30° Sm 80°
To 375 on "D" set 70 180°- 110° on "5"
Move indicator to 40 on "5"
To hairline bring 30 on "5"
Opposite SOon ‘Cs,, read EB = 506 on

To 375 on "D" set 70 on "5"
Move indicator to 30 on "5"
To hairline bring 50 on "5"
Opposite 60 on "5" read AE 225.5 on

Drop a perpendicular to CB from A giving AK

1. AEF=70°andsinAEF=!5 A

Likewise

From this AF = 212 ft.

EF
cos 70°

= 225.5
from which

EF = 77.2 ft.
BF 77.2 + 506 = 583.2

Now tan FBA =
212

FB 58&2

L FBA 19.95° Fig. 43b

To 212 on "D" set 19.95° on "5"
Opposite 90 on "5" read AB 622 on "D"

To determine the direction, add 15° + 40° and subtract 19.95°.
This gives 85.05° off of North. Therefore, AB is South 35.05° East.

Results: AB 622 ft., and AB is S35.05°E. See Figure 43b.

Example 3. The diameter of a circle is the
base of a triangle having a 7.23 ft. leg. If
the diameter of the circle is 14.34 ft., de
termine the angles of the triangle and the
other side.

Solution: The triangle and the inscrib
ing circle are shown in Figure
44.
The side AB is the diameter
and angle C is 90°.
Use the law of sines to solve
this triangle.
To 14.34 on "D" set left index of "C"
This is the same as placing 90 on "5" opposite 14.34

on
Opposite 7.23 read B = 30.3°
Opposite 90’ - 30.30 59.7° on "5" read

a = 12.37 on
is off the rule with the setting given. To
must bring the right index of "C" 90 on
Now opposite 59.7° on "5", you can read

Exercises

For the last step 59.7
obtain the reading, you
"5" to 14.34 on
a = 12.37 on

It is recommended that right angle vector problems also be solved
using the alternate method explained in Article 31a.

1. Determine the unknown angles and the unknown magnitudes
of the vectors of a Fig. 45, b Fig. 46, c Fig. 47, and d Fig. 48.

A

Fig. 45

Fig. 47 Fig. 48
2. The rectangular components of a vector are + 13.45 feet hori

zontally and + 7.45 feet vertically. Determine the magnitude of the
vector and the angle it makes with the horizontal.

IC

Fig. 44

F

‘9.95

B

Fig. 46
B

40.8c
4-93

- 37oA 5.E
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3. Find the horizontal and vertical components of a vector having
a magnitude of 56.7 pound, and making an angle of 19.5° with the
horizontal.

4. A 34.5 pound vector and an unknown
vector "r" have as a resultant a 67.5
pound vector which makes a 320 angIe with
the 34.5 pound vector. Determine the un
known vector "r". See Figure 49.

5. Determine the magnitude and the angle of the vector measured
counter-clockwise from the positive X-axis representing the complex
numbers-3.57 + J 5.67.

6. Determine the length of the unknown side marked with a
letter in the rectilinear figures shown in a Figure 50, b Figure 51,
and c Figure 52.

B

7. AB is vertical in Figure 53 and
represents a tower on a hill. The
line CD was measured and found to
be 1248’ in length. The angles were
measured and are as given in the
figure. Determine the height of the
tower AB.
Answers to the above exercises:

1. a A 24.150
H = 19.14

2. II 15.39
A 29°

b Y = 39.3
X = 73.8

A49OC

Fig. 52

C 124$’ 0
Fig. 53

c X = 4.27 d B 25.65
H 6.52 C = 117.35°

11= 11.54
3. Y 18.86 lb. 4. H = 42.3 lb. 5. A = 122.2’
X 53.4 lb. H = 6.70

6. a X = 12.08 b Z = 40.1
7. Y=l9lft.

c Y = 248

CHAPTER VII
EXPONENTS, LOGARITHMS, AND

THE "L" SCALE
39. Exponents.

In Chapter 4, the squares of numbers were obtained by the use of
the following scales: "C", "D", "A", and "B". The notation used
was

42
= 4 x 4 or 16

This small number to the upper right of the is called the exponent.
If 4 is to be cubed, it is written as 43; and in this case, the exponent
is 3. Another term used for "exponent" is the "power" of the number.
Four raised to the second power is 42, or four raised to any power

"a" is 4’. The "4" in this case is called by definition the "base".
Thus, any number can be a so called "base".

A short table using 10 as a base follows:
101=10 =10
102 = 10 x 10
io = lOx 10 x 10
10 = 10>< 10 x 10 x

From this we see that 100

= 100
= 1,000

10 x 10 = 100,000
x 1,000 = 100,000

Since 100 is io2 and 1000 is 10, we may write
102 x 10 = 102+3 = i0

In this manner, we are using the addition of the exponents to obtain
our results. Thus, in the multiplication of exponential terms TO
THE SAME EASE, add the exponents for the result.

100,000 ÷ 100 = 1,000 or = 105_2 = 10

From this and the above table, it is seen that in order to divide
exponential terms TO THE SAME BASE, it is only necessary to
subtract their exponents.

2
ILLusTRATIoN: What is the value

2 - 2 x 2 x 2>< 2x 2 x 2 x 2
- 21

2 2 x 2 >< 2 x 2 -

or = = 2 the same as before

In this ifiustration, the number "2" is used as the base.

A 34.5
Fig. 49

35
Z D iii B

Fig. 50
D

Fig. 51
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40. Negative Exponents.
If 101 is divided by 10, the result would be 10 or 1O_2. This

indicates that the result is Thus, using 10 as a base and for any

negative exponent, the result can be indicated by 1 ÷ 10 + a, where
"a" was the negative exponent.

ILLUSTRATION: What is 10 ÷ io?
102-7 10 or this may be written as

11o27 = 10-s
=

41. Notation Using the Base "10".

It is often convenient to change a number by either multiplying or
dividing it by 10 to some exponent.

ILLUSTRATION: Change the number 30,000,000 to a more convenient
form.

Divide this by 106 and write the number as 30 < 106
Or divide by 10 and write the number as 3 < 10"
Change the number 0.000065 to a more convenient

form.
Multiply this number by 10 and write the number as

6.5 x 10-s

In the first illustration, the exponent of lOis positive; and this indi
cates that the actual number of digits to the right of the number
is the same as the exponent of 10. In the second illustration, the
actual number of places to the left of the decimal as indicated by
105 is 5.

In each case, the number of places through which the decimal point
moves is equal to the exponent of ten.

ILLUSTRATIoN: Evaluate 3450 >c 732 x 0.032
First, this can be changed to

3.45x 10 x 7.32 X 10 x 3.2 x 10-2

Again, write it as
3.45 x 7.32 x 3.2 x 103+2-2

To 7.32 on "D" set 3.2 on
Bring the indicator to 3.45 on "C" and
Read the answer as 80.8 on "D" under hairline.
Correct answer is then 80.8>< 10 or 80,800

42. Logarithms.
Logarithms are nothing more than exponents. A base is selected

and the logarithm of any number to this base is just the exponent
of the base that will give the original number. Usually the base 10
is selected and most all tables of logarithms are made to this base.
By definition the

Log 25 to the base 10 is 1.398
This being

101.398 25

To either multiply or divide by logarithms, one adds or subtracts
the logarithms of the numbers. From the above, one can see that
this is the same as adding or subtracting the exponents of 10. This
makes a convenient method of multiplying or dividing in compli
cated calculations.

43. The "L" Logarithmic Scale.
As stated in the first chapter, the logarithm of a number has two

parts-the part to the right of the decimal called the "mantissa"
and the part to the left of the decimal called the "characteristic".

The characteristic of the logarithm of a number greater than one
is obtained by inspection since it is defined as a number equal to
one less than the number of digits in the original number. The
characteristic for the logarithm of 456.0 is 3-1 or 2. The mantissa
can be found on the "L" scale.

The "L" scale is so designed that when the hairline is placed to
any number on the "C", scale the mantissa of the logarithm of that
number is shown on the "L" scale.

ILLUSTRATION: What is the logarithm of 456.0?

Set the indicator to 456 on "C"
Read 0.659 on the "L" scale-this is the mantissa.
By inspection, the characteristic is 2.
Therefore, the logarithm of 456 is 2.659.

The characteristic of a number less than 1 is negative and is nuxneri.
cally one greater than the number of zeros immediately following
the decimal point. See Article 4 in Chapter One.
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ILLUSTRATION: What is the logarithm of 456? 3.2423 45.6ILLUSTRATION: Evaluate456 = 4.56>< i&. Characteristic is 2. 34.51.33

Set hairline to 4.56071 "C". Analyzing this computation: The log 3.24 is equal to 2.5 x log
Under hairline on "L" read 0.659, the mantissa. 3.24 and the log 34.5135 is 1.35 x log 34.5. Therefore, obtain the
Therefore, log 456 = 2.659. log of these numbers and multiply them by their respective exponents.

ILLUSTRATION: What is the logarithm of 0.0752? SoLuTIoN: Log 3.24 as read on "L" scale is 0.511
0.0752 = 7.52 x io-. Characteristic is -2. Log 34.5 as read on "L" scale is 1.538
Set hairline to 7.52 on C. Log 45.6 as read on "L" scale is 1.659
Under hairline on "L" read 0.8761, the mantissa.
Therefore, log 0.0752 = -2 + 0.8761 8.8761 - 10. Set 0.511 on "CI" to 2.5 on

Read 1.278 on "D" opposite I on "C"

44. Calculations by Logarithms. Set I on "C" to 1.35 on

The logarithm of a number to the base 10 is defined as the exponent Opposite 1.538 on "C" read 2.075 on
of 10 that will give the number. Thus, 2.5 x log 3.24 = 2.5 x 0.511 = 1.278

io = 100 Log 45.6 = 1.659
Therefore, the logarithm of 100 is 2 because 10 raised to the second Their sum is 2.937
power gives 100. Subtract 1.35 x log 34.5 2.075

Likewise, Log 34.5 = 1.5378. This means This difference is 0.862
101.5178 = 34.5 Set hairline to 0.862 on "L" scale

Since the logarithms as given on the "L" scale are all to the base Under hairline read 7.27 on
ten, one can multiply and divide by obtaining the logarithms of the The "L" scale, can be used in the same manner as a table of loganumbers and then either adding or subtracting the logarithms de- ritisms. This was done in the above ifiustration.pending upon whether you want to multiply or divide. The addition
and subtraction of the logarithms is the same as the addition or

Exercisessubtraction of exponents as explained in article 39-the base being
10 in this case. 1. By use of the "L" scale, determine the logarithms of the following

ILLUSTRATION: Evaluate 34.5 x 9716 numbers: 3.45, 34.5, 34500, 52.9, 0.00845, 0.95638, 4.56, 34.92,
3.24 5.6638, 0.056638, 78.48>< 10-2.

Obtain the log 34.5 1.5378 2. Evaluate the following problems:
Obtain the log 9716 = 3.9875

Their sum is 5.5253 a 42.13 e 34.5 < /8.1 h l0’ x x 10621

b 3.45 x 8.40.8 37502 i 2.34 x 10 54.7 x 10Obtain the log 3.24 = 0.5106 c 23.5 x,./3.78 f io2*5°
Their difference is 5.0147 d 7.32 3470.35 g 100.75/ io 3187x 3082

Set the indicator to 0.0147 on "L" scale 10121
Under hairline read 1.034
Characteristic is 5; therefore, the answer is Answers to the above exercises

1.034/ i0 = 103,400. 1. 0.538, 1.538, 4.538, 1.724, 7.927-10, 9.981-10, 0.659, 1.543, 0.753,

This indicates a method of calculating problems as above, but as 8.753-10, 9.895-10.

this can be done easier with the "C", "D", etc., scales, the "L" scale 2. a 19.2 d 9.37 g 100 = 1 J 30.2
= 1.246

is used primarily when numbers with exponents are to be either b 18.92 e 29.8 h io5*21 = 178,000
multiplied or divided. c 1480 f 316 i 1.28
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THE LOG LOG SCALES NUMBERS GREATER THAN UNITY

CHAPTER VIII

THE LOG LOG SCALES

45. The "LL" Scales.

The most frequent use of the Log Log LL scales is to find the
powers and roots of numbers. Engineering and scientific calculations
frequently involve non-integral powers and roots of quantities, and
they often involve powers of e and logarithms of numbers to the
base e, where e = 2.71828. . . is the base of natural logarithms. With
the "LL" scales the computation of 1.23184 becomes as simple as
multiplying 1.23 x 1.84, and the evaluation of log6 102.5 becomes as

easy as finding

Example 1. Find 1.23184. See Figure 54 below.
Set left index of slide opposite 1.23 on "LL2" scale.
Opposite 1.84 on "C" read i.23L84= 1.464 on "LL2".

I.84.J2 3 4 5 6 7 3 9 I

LLZ11 I1irplriiIJIjI I i

Ill II,

.462-’

Example 2. Find log6 102.5.

Fig. 54

Set hairline to 102.5 on "LL3" scale.
Under hairline on "D" scale read log6 102.5 = 4.68.

The "LL" scales are designed to solve problems of the following
types:

1. Y=X’. GiveriXandn,flndY.
2. n = logs Y. Given X and Y, find n.

The above types of problems can be solved with one setting of the
slide, or merely by a setting of the hairline if X = e = 2.71828.

GENERAL RULES:

1. To find Y = X", set index of slide opposite X on the appropriate
"LL" scale. Opposite n on the "C" or "B" scale read Y on the
appropriate "LL" scale.

2. To find n = log Y, set index of slide opposite X on the appro
priate "LL" scale. Opposite Y on the appropriate "LL" scale
read n on the "C" scale.

Example 3. Find the amount A of $100 invested for ten years at
5%, compounded semi-annually.

A -$100 +
_s20

Set left index of "C" scale to 1.025 on "LU".
Opposite 20 on "C" read A = 168.86 on "LL2".

Example 4. A plate of glass transmits 0.88 of the light incident
on it. Find the number of plates n necessary to cut
the transmitted light down to 0.50 or less.
0.50 0.88

Set left index of "C" scale to 0.88 on "LLO2".
Opposite 0.50 on "LLO2" read 5.42 on "C".
Hence 6 plates of glass will be used.

The six "LL" scales may be considered in two groups. First, the
"LL1", "LL2" and "LL3" scales which cover numbers greater than
1.00 from 1.010 to 22026. Second, the "LLO1", "LLO2" and
"LLO3" scales which cover numbers less than 1.00 from 0.00005 to
0.9905. The detailed techniques for using these groups of scales are
explained in separate sections below.

46. The "LL1", "LL2", and "LL3" Scales-For
Numbers Greater than Unity.

In Figure 55 the "LL1", "LL2", and "LL3" scales are shown as
sections of one long scale representing numbers from 1.010 to 22,026.
They are aligned with three sections of the * ‘D" scale placed end
to end.

Fig. 55

As shown in Figure 55 the number e = 2.71828. . . . lies at the
junction of the "LL2" and "LL3" scales opposite an index of the
"fl" scale. Because of this aligmnent of the scales a number on an
"LL" scale is equal to e raised to the power opposite that number on

0.01 b 0j

LU
1.00 .105

D
LLZ

0’
2.716

0

LL3 8
22,026

So 32 81



THE LOG LOG SCALES
NUMBERS GREATER THAN UNITY

the "D" scale. The range of numbers and of powers of e covered
by each of the three scales under consideration is indicated in the
table below.

Scale Range of Numbers Range of Powers of e
LL1 1.010 to 1.105 0.01 to 0.10
LL2 1.105 to 2.718 0.10 to 1.0
LL3 2.718 to 22,026 1.0 to 10

On the actual slide rule the three sections of the "LL" scale have
been placed over one another so that they are aligned with the
"D" scale on the body of the rule. Hence, an exponent read on
must correspond, in location of the decimal point, to the "LL" scale
on which the number is read.

Example 1. Find e° and e5.
Set hairline to 5 on
Under hairline on "LL2" read e°5 = 1.649.
Under hairline on "LL3" read e5 = 148.

A. Finding powers of numbers greater than unity.

In Example 1 note that e°5 is less than e while e5 is greater than e.
These results illustrate a GENERAL RULE which is very helpful
in finding powers of numbers. When any given number greater than
unity is raised to a power, it will yield a result which is greater or less
than the given number according to whether the exponent is greater or
less than 1.00.

Let us now develop methods for finding powers of any number
greater than unity. The construction of the "LL" scales is such
that if an index of the * ‘C" scale is placed opposite a given number
on the "LL1", "LL2", or "LL3" scale, then a power of the given
number may be found on the appropriate "LL" scale opposite the
indicated exponent on the "C" scale. Look back at Figure 54, which
illustrates the setting of the rule for evaluation of 1.23’ = 1.464.
Since the exponent was greater than 1.00, we worked toward the
right along the "LL2" scale and found a result 1.464 which was
greater than the given number. If the exponent were less than 1.00,
the result would be less than 1.23.

Set right index of "C" opposite 1.23 on "LL2".
Opposite 0.8 on "C" read 1.2300 = 1.18 on "LL2"

In finding a power of a given number:
a if the exponent is greater than 1.00, the result will lie to the

right of the given number along the chain of "LL" scales
in Figure 55, and

b if the exponent is less than 1.00, the result will lie to the left
of the given number.

For any two numbers separated by one scale length along the chain
of "LL" scales, the number to the right is the 10th power of the
number to the left, or the lefthand number is the 0.1 power of the
righthand number. On the slide rule such numbers lie opposite each
other on different "LL" scale.
Sometimes in finding powers of numbers the result lies off the

"LL" scale on which the given number is located. In such a case
the "LL" scales are treated as one long scale Figure 55, and the
slide is set to read the result on the proper scale. For instance, let
us find 1.5. See Figure 55a below. If we set the left index of
"C" to 1.5 on "LL2" in the usual manner, the value of 1.5 would
be read opposite 5 on "C" on the fictitious dotted "LL3" scale
extending rightward from the "LL2" scale. Since, on the actual
rule the dotted "LL3" scale has been slid left one scale length, we can
find the value of 1.5 by sliding the "C" scale back one scale length
in Figure 55a and reading 1.51 on "LL3" opposite 5 on "C".

I 3 4 5 5 78SF

4

Set right index of "C" to 1.5 on "LL2".
Opposite Son "C" read 1.5 = 159 on "LL3".
Example 3. Evaluate 7012 and 7’.

Set left index of "C" opposite 7 on "LLS".
Opposite 0.12 on "C" read 7012

= 1.263 on "LL2".
Opposite 1.2 on "C" read 712 = 10.3 on "LL3".

Example 4. Find the amount A of $100 invested for 30 years
at 4%, compounded semi-annually.
A = $100 1 + 0.0260

Set right index of "C" opposite 1.02 on "LU".
Opposite 60 on "C" read A $328 on "LL3".

LL3 J I I I I II ii
‘‘3 4 5 5 7i9I0

LL2]
I2/1.11

11.0}’

I I I I I F I F
5 20 204020 00 200 800 000 0000 515

I F I
LI L4 IS 20 25 , I

Fig. 55a

1d0

Example 2. Evaluate 1.2300
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If the exponent is given in fractional form, the settings of the
slide rule are similar to those used in multiplying a number by a
fraction.

Example 5. Evaluate e4.
Set2on "C" to eon "LL2".
Opposite left index of slide read e4 1.649 on "LL2".
The result checks with e°5 = 1.649 from Example 1.

Example 6. Evaluate 27.
Set 3 on "C" opposite 27 on "LL3".
Opposite 2 on "C" read 27i = 9 on "LL3".

Example 7. Evaluate /1.2= i.2fl.
Set 7 on "CE" opposite 1.2 on"LL2".
Opposite 2 on "CE" read 1.2 1.0535 on "LL1".

8. Finding logarithms of numbers greater than unity.
The "LL1", "LL2", and "LL3" scales are well adapted to finding

logarithms of numbers to any base, but especially to the base e. The
logarithm of a number to a given base is simply the exponent to
which one must raise the base to yield the number. Thus, if Y =

then n = loge Y = In Y. Logarithms to the base e are called natural
logarithms and will be written lii Y to distinguish them from common
logarithms to the base 10, which will be written log Y. If other
bases are used, they will be indicated. Thus,

1 ifYe11, thenn=lnY,
2 if Y ion, then n= logY, and
3 if Y = then n logs V.

Because of the alignment of the "LL" and "D" scales a value read on
"D" is the natural logarithm of the opposed number on the correspond
ing "LL" scale.

Example 8. Find ln 21.3.
Set hairline to 21.3 on "LL3".
Under hairline on "If’ read In 21.3 3.06.

Thç "L" scale is used to detennine the mantissas of common loga
rithms. The characteristics may be found by reading off the exponent
of 10 after the given number has been expressed as a product of a
number between i and i0 multiplied by a power of 10.

230 = 2.3 x 102. Characteristic is 2.
Set hairline to 2.3 on "if’.
Under hairline on "L" read 0.362.
log 230= 2.362.

Characteristic is -3.
Set hairline to 8.72 on
Under hairline on "L" read 0.940.
log 0.00872 -3 + 0.940 7.940 - 10.

TO FIND LOGARITHMS TO ANY BASE other than e or 10,
slide rule is set as in determining the power of a given number.
Y XII. Given Y and X, find n logs Y.
Set index of slide to X on an "LL" scale.
Opposite Y on an "LL" scale read n on "C" and place its decimal
point properly.

Example 11. Find log15 2.
Set left index of slide opposite 1.5 on "LL2".
Opposite 2 on "LL2" read log1 2 1.71 on "C".

Example 12. How long must a sum of money be invested in order
to double itself, if the interest is 3%, compounded
annually?
1.03y 2.
Set left index of slide to 1.03 on "LL1".
Opposite 2 on "LL2" read n = 23.5 years on "C".

Example 13. Find log20 1.2.
1.2 = 20’.
Set right index of "C" opposite 20 on "LL3".
Opposite 1.2 on "LL2" read n = 0.061 on "C".

Similar settings may be used to find an unknown base.
= Y, Given Y and n, find X.

Set n on "C" to Y on an "LL" scale.
Opposite index on "C" read X on the proper "LL" scale.

Example 9. Find log 230.

Example iO. Find log 0.00872.
0.00872 = 8.72 x 102.
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Evaluate the following
"LL1" scales as may be
10, 11, and 12.

1. e° 11. 1.123’ 3.27
2. 6.31215
3. e°°14
4. 3.16°"
5. 3.16>< 2.7 14. In 67

6. 9.20>< 38t7I2

18.6 J
2.75

7. 1.319525 17. log2 9

8. e 18. log 367

1. 545 8. 38.2
2. 52.5 9. 1.91
3. 1.0141 10. 1.0726
4. 2.37
5. 490
6. 1.565
7. 1.268

19. log5 243
20. logy 1.331

15. 9.233 - 10
16. 0.0139
17. 3.17

11. 10.20 18. 2.564
12. 6.92 19. 5
13. 5.09 20. 0,25
14. 4.20

47. The "LLO1", "LLO2" and "LLO3" Scales-For
Numbers Less than Unity.

In Figure 56, the "LLO1", "LLO2" and "LLO3" scales are shown as
sections of one long scale representing numbers from 0.00005 to 0.9905.
They are aligned with three scale lengths of the "D" scale placed
end to end.

0.005

S.’

number on the "D" scale. The range of numbers and of powers of e
i covered by each of the three scales under consideration is in

dicated in the table below:

Range of Numbers
0.99005 to 0.905
0.905 to 0.368
0.368 to 0.00005

On the actual slide rule, the three sections of the "LLO" scales have
been placed over each other so that they are aligned with the "D"
scale on the body of the rule. Hence, an exponent on the "D" scale
must correspond, in location of the decimal point, to the "LLO"
scale on which the number is read. For example, if the exponent in the
problem is 5, the "LLO" scale for which the value of e varies from
-1 to -10 must be used, namely the "LLO3" scale.

Example 1. Find e-05, e-5 and e’°5
Set hairline to 5 on "C".
Under hairline on "LLO2" read e" = 0.607.
Under hairline on "LLG3" read e 0.0067.
Under hairline on "LLOI" read C°°5 = 0.95 12.

For the convenience of the user, the limiting values of the exponent
of e for each of the "LLO" scales have been marked on the slide rule.

A. Finding powers of numbers ion than unity.
In finding powers of numbers less than unity remember the follow

ing GENERAL RUTS. When any given number less than unity is
raised to a power, it yields a result which is less than or greater than
the giveh number according to whether the exponent is greater or less
than 1.00. The "LLO1", "LLO2" and "LLO3" scales are laid out with
numbers decreasing from left to right. Hence, in finding a power of a
given number:

a if the exponent is greater than 1.00, the result will lie to the
right of the given number along the chain of "LLO" scales in
Figure 56, and

b if the exponent is less than 1.00, the result will lie to the left
of the given number.

For any two numbers separated by one length of the "D" scale the
distance between adjacent indices, the number to the right is the
tenth power of the number to the left on the "LLO" scale; or the
lefthand number is the one.tenth power of the righthand number.
Numbers on the "LLO3" scale are the hundredth power of the
numbers opposite them on the "LLO1" scale.

Exercises

expressions. Use the "LL3", "LL2", and
required. Determine "X" in Exercise 9,

12. X25 85.9

13.

Scale
LLO1
LLO2
LLO3

15. log 0.171
16. ln 1.014

9. 10.7’ 92.5
10. X2’ 1.218

Answers to the above exercises.

Range of Powers of e-’
0.01 to 0.1
0.1 to 1
1.0 to 10.0

LW LLO 2

0 Qo0

LW 3

0 D 0

0P 0.1 .0 0

Fig. 56

Because of the arrangement of scales, a number on the "LLO"

scales is equal to e1 I raised to the power indicated opposite that

3286
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Calculations using the "LLO" scale for numbers less than unity
are made by settings quite analogous to those described above for
the "LL" scales for numbers greater than unity.

Example 2. Evaluate 0.8.
Set left index of "C" opposite 0.8 on "LLO2".
Opposite3on"C" read 0.8 = 0.512on"LLO2".

Example 3. Evaluate 0.45° 057,

Set right index of "C" opposite 0.45 on "LLO2".
Opposite 0.057 on "C" read 0.45 6.057 = 0.9 555 on
"LLO1".

Example 4. What amount P invested at the present time at 3%
interest, compounded semi-annually, will amount to
$1 in 25 years?

P = 1.015_25
=

Set hairline to 1.015 on "C".

Under hairline on "CI" read = 0.985.

Set left index of "C" to 0.9850Th "LLOJ".
Opposite 25 on "C" read P $0.686 on "LLG2".

Example 5. The current in an electric circuit decreases by a

factor of every 2.5 seconds. If the current starts at

10 amperes, what will be its value I after 6 seconds?

I = l0 = 1Oe.

Set 2.5 on "C" opposite r’ on "LLO2" e-’ is the left
index of "LLO2".

Opposite6on"C" readl= 0.O9lXlOamp= Q.9lamp
on "LLO3".

8. Finding logarithms of nun,ben lou than unity.
Since decile powers of e-l on the "LLO1", "LLO2" and "LLO3"

are placed opposite the indices of the "D" scale, the natural logarithms
of given numbers on the "LLO1", "LLO2" and "LLO3" scales are
read on the "D" scale opposite the given numbers. The value of the
loganthm will be negative and the decimal point can be readily
located by refernng to the powers of e marked at the ends of "LLO"
scales.

Example 6. Find ln 0.983 and In 0.18.
Set hairline through 0.983 on "LLO1" anti through 0.18

on "LLO3".
Under hairline on "D" read In 0.983 = - 0.0172 and

In 0.18 -1.72.
For numbers less than unity common logarithms to the base 10

are found by use of the "L" scale as explained in Section 46-B.
TO FIND LOGARITHMS TO ANY BASE other than e or 10, the

slide rule is set as in determining the power of a given number, as
explained in Section 46-B. In settings for which the results lie off
the end of the "LLO" scale on which you start, keep in mind the idea
of the chain of "LLO" scales pictured in Figure 56.
Example 7. Find log06 0.25.

Set right index of "C" to 0.6 on "LLO2".
Opposite 0.25 on "LLO2" read log06 0.25 = 2.71 on

"C".
Example 8. Find X = log2 0.95.

0.95 1X

Set right index of "C" opposite 0.50 =4 on "LLO2".
Opposite 0.95 on "LLO1"readX= -0.074on "C".

Example 9. Find log099 0.0032.
Set left index of "C" opposite 0.98 on "LLO1"
Opposite 0.0032 on "LLO3" read log998 0.0032 284
on "C".

Exercises
Evaluate the following exercises. If there is an unknown letter

value given, determine this unknown. See Exercise 10.
1 e" 6 2böTh8 11 ex= 0564 15
2. 0.895° 7. 0.01806 12. e_x = 0.97 16.
3. e0°’2 8. 0.0l8"° 13. X°°’ = 0.954 17.

9. 0.0180006 14. X° 0.67 18.
10. e6’ = X

4. 0.563°’
5. Vois

Answers to the above exercises:
1. 0.0273 8. 0.786

9. 0.9762
10. X = 0.0035
11. X = - 0.573
12. X - 0.0305
12. X 0.932
14. X 0.766

in 0.1
log05 0.01
log,7- 0.92
log 0.0212

2. 0.603
3. 0.9881
4. 0.573
5. 0.9402
6. 0.523
7. 0.09

15. - 2.30
16. 6.63
17. - 0.0728
18. 8.326 - 10
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48. Readings Beyond the Limits of the "LL" Scales.

If, in calculations involving powers and logarithms, one has to
deal with numbers greater than 22,026 maximum number on "LL3"
or less than 0.00005 minimum number on "LLO3" then one of
the following methods may be resorted to:

Method 1. By factoring splitting the base, as 28 = 4 x 75=
45 X 75* When solved in the usual way, 45 1024 and
‘P = 16,807. Multiplying these results together, we
obtain 17,210,368.

Method 2. By breaking splitting the exponent, as 28 = 282 x 28g.
When solved in the usual way, 282=784 and 28=21,952.
Multiplying these results together, we obtain 28 equals
17,210,368.

Method 3. By means of common logarithms, using the L Scale,
log 28 equals 1.44716, multiplied by 5 = 7.23580. The
number whose log is 7.23580, we find to be 17,210,368.

Example 1. Evaluate 128.
128 = 1.28x 100.
Set left index of "C" to 1.28 on "LL2".
Opposite 4 on "C" read 2.68 on "LL2".
Hence, 128 = 2.68 x 108.

Example 2. Evaluate eaS by splitting the exponent
e’12 = e’° + 10 + 1.2

= e’° Xe1° xe52.
e" = 22,026.
Set hairline to 3.2 on "D".
Under hairline on "LL3" read e52 = 24.5.
Set right index of "C" to 22, 026 on
Opposite 24.5 on B-RIGHT read e2" =

11.85 x 10 on "A".
Example 3. Evaluate 0.012952 by factoring the base.

0.0129" = 1.2952 x 10_252 =

1.2952 x 10_25 x 10202.

Set right index of "C" opposite 1.29 on
"LL2".

Opposite 5.2 on "C" read 1.295.2 = 3.76
on "LL3".

Set left index of "C" opposite 0.01
= 10-2 on "LLO3".

Opposite 0.2 on "C" read 10° =

0.398 on "LLO3".
Set left index of "C" to 3.76 on
Opposite 0.398 on "CF" read 1.494 on

"DF".
Hence, 0.012952 = 1.494 x 10-10.

Example 4. Evaluate 0.012952 by use of logarithms.
Set hairline to 1.29 on
Under hairline on "L" read log 1.29 =

0.1104.
Hence, log 0.0129 = -2 + 0.1104.
Set left index of "C" to 0.1104 on
Opposite 5.2 on "C" read 0.574 on
Hence, log 0.012952 = -10.4 + 0.574.

= -10+0.1 74.
Set hairline to 0.174 on "L".
Under hairline on "D" read 1.494.
Therefore, 0.01295.2 = 1.494>< 10-m*

If powers of numbers very near 1.00 are needed, then the "LL"
scales may also prove inadequate, since the lowest value on "LL1"
is 1.01 and the highest value on "LLO1" is 0.9905. For such calcula
tions one may make use of the binominal expansion.

1– X = 1 – nx+ ‘x–

If nX is less than 0.05, then the first two terms in the series give
the correct value with an error of about 1 part in 1,000, or less.

1 – X" = 1 – nX approximately
If nX is larger than 0.05, then three terms in the series may be used,
or another method of calculation may be tried.

Example 5. Evaluate 1.0032".
1 + 0.00324.52 = 1 + 4.32 0.0032.
Set left index of "C" to 0.0032 on "D".
Opposite 4.32 on "CF" read 0.0138 on "DF".
Hence 1.0032422 = 1.0138.

Example 6. Evaluate 0.9995.
1 - 0.0005° = 1 -0.47 0.0005

= 1 - 0.000235 = 0.999765
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2. 1284.21 128 l28.21 1282
r 14
i1x*
L 3.21
52 x 8.134

[‘/I 51.2]

5L ºii
Answers to above exercises.

49. Theory Underlying Constnction of the "LL" Scales.

In the preceding four sections the use of the "LL" scales has been
explained in detail, but little has been said regarding their construc
tion. Let us see how the "LL" scales have been laid out to have such
useful properties.

In Figure 55 it can be seen that the numbers located at the ends
of the "LL" scales are decile powers of e and that the opposed num
bers on the "D" scales are simply the exponents of e. Since these
exponents of e are, by definition, the natural logarithms of the num
bers marked on the "LL" scales, it follows that the numbers marked
on the "D" scale are, assuming proper location of their decimal
points, the natural logarithms of the opposed numbers marked on
the "LL" scale. The relationship is true throughout the length of
the scales because of the following facts:

1. The distance from the left index to a given number ii marked
on the "D" scale is equal to the mantissa of the log n multiplied
by a scale factor of 25 centimeters. For example, the mark for
3.2 is located at a distance log 3.2 x 25 cm. = 0.505 x 25 cm.

12.6 cm. = 4.97 inches from the left index. Measure it!

2. The distance from the left index to a given number K on an
"LL" scale is equal to the mantissa of log in X multiplied
by a scale factor of 25 centimeters. Since the natural loga
rithm of X is itself simply a number, we can take its conmion
logarithm just as we could the common logarithm of any other
number. For example, the mark for 24.5 on "LL3" is located
at a distance [log In 24.5] x 25 cm. = log 3.2 x 25 cm.
0.505 x 25 cm. 12.6 cm. = 4.97 inches from the left index.
Measure it! It is because distances on "LL" scales are pro
portional to log In X that the scales are called Log Log scales.

3. If a number a on the "D" scale and a number X on an
scale are the same distance from the left index, it follows that

log In X x 25 cm. log n x 25 cm.
log ln X log n,
In X = n, and
K e".

Since n = 3.2 on "D" is the same distance from the left index
as is Y = 24.5 on "LL3", it follows that In 24.5 3.2 or that
24.5 &2. Correct location of the decimal point inn is assumed.

Now let us see how this layout of the "LL" scales permits the easy
determination of powers of numbers as described in the preceding
sections. Look back at Figure 54. The distance from the left index
of "LL2" to the mark for 1.23 is equal to log In 1.23 x 25 cm. The
left index of the "C" scale was set to 1.23 on "LL2" and a distance
equal to log 1.84 x 25 cm. was added to the distance from the left
index. If we call Y the number on "LL2" opposite 1.84 on "C",
then the equation for its distance from the left index of "LL2" is:

log In Y x 25 cm. log In 1.23 >< 25 cm. + log 1.84 x 25 cm.

Dividing by 25 cm. and applying the law for addition of logarithms
to the right side, we have:

log In Y log [1.84 in 1.23], or
in Y 1.84 In 1.23 = In 1.23.

Exercises

Evaluate the following using all methods applicable.

1. 24° 6. 1.0039521

7. 1.0085°

8. 1.000069

9 [127
0.0001241005
0.01564 J

10. [100072J935’0A2

6. 1.0203
7. 1.00338
8. 1.000635
9. 1.00025

10. 1.0011

1. 1.91 x io
2. 7.46 x 1O
3. 8.28 x 10
4. 11.64 x 10
5. 2.35 x 106
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THE LOG LOG SCALES

Hence, Y = 1.23184. On the "LL2" scale we read Y = 1.464. CHAPTER IX
In general, if Y = X° then MAThEMATICAL FORMULAE
In Y = n In X, and
log ln Y = log hi X + log n. 50. Plane Trigonometry.

Right Triangle
Add the n-distance on "C" to the X-distance on an "LL" scale to
obtain the Y-distance on an "LL" scale, sin A = cos A = b

B

a cotA=The "LLO1", "LLO2" and "LLO3" scales differ only in that the tan A =
- adistance from the left index to a number X is proportional to the com

improved desi of these niles, the scale factor is the same for these
c A = cosec A = bmon logarithm of the power of e-’ which would yield X. Due to the

scales, as for the "LL1", "LL2" and "LL3" scales; namely 25 cm.
Ths permits the "LLO" scales to be read in conjunction th the - A - cos + Asin A = cos

"C" and "D" scales in the same manner as the "LL" scales. For in
stance, 0.135 = = c-’2. Hence, the distance from the left index of cos A = sin - A = sthj + A
"D" to the mark for 0.135 on "LLO3" is equal to log Z x 25 cm.
= 0.301 x 25 = 7.525 cm. = 2.96 inches. Hence, ifY = X, then tan A = cot - A = - cot + A

log V = n log X, and

iogi°-i Y log log_i X + log n. cot A = tan - A - tan + A

Multiply each term by 25 cm. The terms are then converted into dis-
- A = cosec + Asec A = cosectance on the "LLO1", "LLO2", "LLO3" and "D" scales. Therefore,

if V = XII, add the n - distance on "D" to the X - distance on the
proper "LLO" scale to yield the Y - distance on the proper "LLO" cosec A = sec - A = sec + A
scale.

sin -A= -sinA cos -A=cosA
tan-A= -tanA cot-A= -cotA
sec-A=secA cosec-A=-cosecA

NUMERICAL VALUES

Angle 0° 300 45° 60° 90°

.sin 0 3
/
-

/a
-- 1

cos 1
--

-- 3 0

tan ! ‘v’

cot /ä !
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MATHEMATICAL FORMULAE
MATHEMATICAL FORMULAE

MATHEMATICAL FORMULAE

Plane Geometrical Figures
Right Triangle

o = /a2 + b2
a=2

b = /02 - a3
area 4 ab

Any Triangle

area = 4 bh
area=-s/ss-a s-b s-c

s = 4 a + b + c

Parallelogram

area ab

Trapezoid

area = 4h a + b

Regular Polygon

area = 4 abn
n = number of sides

Parabola

length of arc =[‘/c 1+c+

2.0326 logio

in which

c=yj
area = 4 dh

MATHEMATICAL FORMULAE
Plane Geometrical Figures.

Circle

circumference = 2 ,rr
= ird

area = irr2

Sector of Circle

arc I
=

area = 4 rI = 2rr2&

Segment of Circle
chord = c = 2’/2 hr -
area = 4 rI - 4 c r - h

Ellipse

circumference =

64-
b + aJ

2r a+b ‘ ‘2
64-16

b + a
close approximation

area = r ab

Solid Geometrical Figures.

Right Prism

lateral surface = perimeter of base x h
volume = area of base x h

Pyramid

lateral area = 4 perimeter of base x I
h

volume = area of base><

/I
a

9
C --*i

I
I

I
‘
‘I
"I

r

Jr
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MATHEMATICAL FORMULAE MATHEMATICAL FORMULAE

MATHEMATICAL FORMULAE

Solid Geometrical Figures.

Frustum of Pyramid

lateral surface I P + p
P = perimeter of lower base
p = perimeter of upper base

volume = +h [A + a +VAaI
A = area of lower base
a = area of upper base

Right Circular Cylinder

lateral surface 2 irrh
r radius of base

volume irr2h

Right Circular Cone

lateral surface = u-n
r radius of base

volume = urrh

Frustum of Right Circular Cone
lateral surface = In 11 + r

11 = radius of lower base
r = radius of upper base

volume = * 1th [112 + Rr + r2]

Sphere

surface = 4 urn2

volume = urn3

Segment of Sphere

volume of segment

= a In [3 r12 + r22 + a2}

/

MATHEMATICAL FORMULAE
Spherical Trigonometry..

Right Spherical Triangles B
cos c cos a cos b
sin a = sin c sin A
sin b sin c sin B
cos A = cos a sin B
cos B cos b sin A

cos A tan b cot c
cos B = tan a cot c
sin b tan a cot A
sin a tan b cot B
cos c = cot A cot B

Oblique Spherical Triangles
sina sinb sinc
sin A - sin B - sin C
cosa cosb cosc+sinb sthccos A
cos A = sin B sin C cos a - cos B cos C
cot a sin b = cot A sin C + cos C cos b
a = a + b + c
S = A + B + C

1/sins-b sin s-c
V sinbsinc

= i /sin a sin a - a
V sinbsinc

= I/sin s-b sin s-c

V sinasin s-a
= I/_cosscos S-A

V sinBsinC

I /cos S - B cos S - C
V sinBsinC

/a 1/ cosScosS-Atan_ =j/ cosS-BcosS-C

tan * a=b= : 2+ tan *c

cos A - B
tan 4 a + b cos 4 A + B

tan 4 C

tan A - B
= sin 4 a - b cot C

sin 4 a + b

tan * A + B =: ‘
cot C

sin 4 A + B tan 4 a - b
tan 4 c = sm A - B

smi-

Acosi -

Atam -

acosi -

A-

b

/
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DIETZGEN CONVERSION TABLES

by In eblain

0.03524 cobic meters.
4 pecks.
64 pInts dry.
32 qeartsdry.

I sqiuare melers.
LOl grams.
0.00 Otters.

0.3037 inches.
0.60 ieetens.
393.1 mils.
10 millimeters.

I.OlOx it’ centimeler-grums.
l.020x itt meter-htlograms.
7.316x Ot! pound-lets.

500.1 centimetendynes.
b-s tneter-hiiegrams.

1.233x ia-s peund-leet.
0.01316 ntmosphenes.
0.4461 teet et water.
130.0 kgs. pen squane meeee.
27.05 pounds per sq. feel.
0.1934 peunds per sq.tocb.
1.060 Ieee per minote.

0.032t0 len per secend.
0.036 kiloeoelers per hour.
9.6 meters per minute.

0.02231 miles per hoer.
3.126x lt1 miles per minute.

0.03200 lest per sec. per sec.
0.036 hess. per beer per sec.

0.02231 miles per beer per sec.
5.061x 101 squone ceottneetens.
1.054x Or’ squpreinches.

0.1054 sqeere oeils.
I el.x 4 tt. Ott. cubic test.
0 te.x 4 lix 4tt. cubic leel.

000 abcoeulembs.
ax 00° slatcenlombs.
0.01550 abc.olemhs per sq.ceo.
0.1550 cenlombs per sq. em.

4.OSlx 10° statceuls. per sq. cm.
3.53ix O5 cubic feel.
0.it2xiF’ cohictnches.

Or cubic meters.
i.3Otx Ire cubic yards.
2.542x OF° gallons.

It5 liters.
2.11 3x I 0 pints liq..
I.tSlx I0 quurtsliq..
2.032x 000 cobic cms.

1126 cubicinches.
6.02832 cubic meeers.
0.03194 cubic yards.
1.460 gullets.
16.32 liters.
59.84 pints llq..
29.92 qeorts liq..
412.0 cubic cms. per see.
0.0141 gallons per sec.
0.4120 liters per second.
62.4 lbs. of waler per uten.
06.15 cubic centimeters.

5.ltlx OF’ cubic feet.
1.t39x or5 cubic meters.
2.043x IL1 cubic yards,
4.320x ir gallens.
I .639x I t" lilers.
0.03483 plots liq.,
0.01 132 4 cads liq..ftt cubic cenlimeters.
35.30 cubic teel.
60,023 cubicioches.
l.30t cebicyards.

DIETZGEN CONVERSION TABLES

Multiply by It obtule

cubic teeters sort..... 204.2 gullen.

11t

lelers.
2103 pinlsiiq..

its?

qsonts liq..
ceblryards l.e4OxIO’ cuhicceotimeters.

21

cubic feet.

40.650

cubicinches.

0.1646

cubic neelers

202.0

gallons.

164.6

Otters.

0606

pintsllq..

001.9

qoarlsfliq..
cubic yards per mlnote. 0.45 cubic feel pen seceod.

3.161 gallens per second.
12.14 lilers per second.

Oups 24 hours.

1440

mInutes.

es,iot

seconds
decigrams 0.0 grams.
deciliters 0.0 lIters.
decimeters 0.0 meters.
degrees oiugle .. . . 60 minutes.

0.01145

rudians.

3600

secends.
degrees per second.. . . 0.01145 nadiaos pen second.

0.166?

retelulitns per mit.

0.002116

revolufiens per sec.
dehagroms 10 grams.
dehaliters II liters.
dehometens 00 molers.
dullars U.S. 5.002 tranec French.

4.20

maeksGermas.

0.2055

peundsstenlieg Unit..

4.00

shillings British.
dram, 0.112 grams.

0.0625

eunces
dyoes l.020xlL1 grant.

1.213x

105 pouedols.

2.240x

00 pounds.
dyuespersquorecm.... I bars.

Ergs 5.406x It’’ British thermal usits.

I

dyee-centimeeers.

1.315x

l0 leet-peunds

i.020x

06-i gram-ceulimelere.

it’

mules.

2.39tx

o hllngram-calentes.

i,020x

10-! ktlogram-melers.
ergs per second 5.692x ir° B.t.enils pen minute.

4.426x

00-u toet-peends per mb.

1.376xi0°

letl-peuodspeesec.

i,a4Ixtr’1

herse-pewer.

i.434x1L1

h.catoniespermie.

i0

hilewatts.

Farads IF’ ubtorads.

00°

oticroforads.

Ox

toll stallonads.
lathems 6 teL
leet 30.40 cenlinteters.

02

inches.

0.3040

meters.

.36

varos.

0/3

yaeds.
Ieee so water 5.t2950 atmespheres.

0.00Th

ioches el mercery.

304.8

bgs.peecquar001ettr.

62.41

peuods per sq. It.

0.4335

pounds per sq.ench.
lest pen minute 0.5000 ceetimeters per etc.

0.00661

Ieee prr secctd.

0.01029

kilometersperhuun.

0.3840

meters per m,uute.

Molttply by to obtain Multiply

Ahamperes 10 ampenes. bushels cunt.
Ox IDle statumperes.

aba toperes per sq. cm... 64.52 ampenus per sq. inch.
ahampere-terns 10

02.51
umpere-tunns.
gilberts.

abompere-loreus per cm.
abceulomhs

25.40
10

ampere-turns per inch. Centares
cnulumhs. ceoligrams

Ox 1110 stutceulombs. ceotifllens
nbcoelombs per sq. cm.
obtaruds

64.52
iD

cuolembs per sq. loch.
tarads.

ceolimelees
0005 eticreturads.

9xit stattorads.
ohhenries 00-u beteles. centloteter-dyees.

00° millliheorles.

fl mhes per cm. cube
l/9xIFle

I O/
stothenries.
mhos per meter-gram. centi meter-grams

-. . .
.. .

0.eelxIo’
DOS

mhos per miltoet.
megmhos percnt.cebe. .

obnhms I Fu
Its

megohms.
micrehms.

ceetimeners ul mercury

Or ohms. "."
I/OxOL1° stalohms. "‘"

ahehmu per cm. cebo. . .
. . .

It’
6.005 x It5

micrnhms per cm. cube.
ohms per mi I toot.

-

centametene per secoed
. .

abuells
its

l/3xltIu
ohms per meter-gram.
stoluelts. -

iF° yells. ..
acres 43,550

4041
sqeorefeef.
squane metens.

"-‘
"‘

I .552x 1 t
5645.30

square miles.
sqnareoaras.

ems, per sec. pen sec.

acre-feel
4040
43,560

sqeareyards.
cubIc-feel, cIrcular mils

amperes .

3.159xi0’
0/10

gallons.
abomperec. ‘‘

. ax iou stalamperes. cerd’leet
amperes per sq. cm- . 6.452 amperes per sq. lech. cords
a mperes per sq. Inch. . .

. . .
9.01550
0.0550

abampenes per sq. cm.
amperes per sq. cm.

coulembs
.

.
ampere-ferns

.
ampere-Ic rue per cm.
ampere-eu ms per loch.

4.650x 10’
1/00
0.251
2.540
0.03931

statamperes per sq. cm.
abampere-terns.
gilberts.
ampere-torts per inch.
abampene’tunespen cm.

ceelnmbs per sq. loch

-
cubic cecIl meters

.
‘"

0.3937
9,4950

ampere-turns per cm.
gilhtrts per cm. .

ures 0.02411 acres.
106 squaremeters.

atmospheres 75.0
29.02

ems, of mercury.
inches et mercury.

-

33.90 leetniwoter. cebicteet
10,333 hgs. pen squane meter.
04.10
0.050

poundspersq.inch.
ions per sq. loot

- ‘

Bars 9,OlOx 10’
I

atmosphenes.
dyoecpersq.cm. ."

board-ted
British thermal soils. . .

. . .

0.00020 hgs. pee square meter.
2,Otsx 0D pounds per sq. eel,
T,450x101 puundspersq.locb,

lI4sq.in.xOin. cebicieches,
0.2510 leilegnam’caluries,
111.5 loot-peunds.

.
cubic Ieee per mInute.

cubicinches
. .
..

3,021x Or
0054

leerse-power-heurs.
joules..

.
..

001.5
1,920x1F4

bilegram-melers.
hiltwott’hour;.

‘

Buy, per note
°

02,96
0.62356
0.00151

teot’poeeds per sec.
horse-power.
kiluwatls.

01.51 watts, cubic meters
Bee, pen sq. II. pur mm.
bushels

0.0220
1.244

‘raIls pen square loch.
cubic feet. ‘

2050 cubicinclees,

Multiply

tort por minute coot.,
led per second

teet per 000 Ieee.::...
Ieee per sec. per sec...

tnet-peueds

tool-pounds per etintuto

boo-pounds per second

Irancu French

tunloogs

Gallons

gallons per mluete.

gausses
gilberls

gilberts per centimeter.
gills

grabs trey

grams

gram-culnries
gram’ceottooelers

gramu per con
grams per cc. cm

Hectones

by

0.01100
30.40
0,09?
0.5921
10.29
0.600 0
0,00036

30,46
0.091
0,3041
0.6010

l.100x It°
i,350x10’
5,OsOx 10-’

1.350
3.210x It4

0 .13 03
O.?05x Orl,205l5

0,01 001
3,030x Or5
3,241x 10-’
2.250x it5
?.111x0F2
I.tlOx or
I.045x 00-’
O,lSSx Ir

0.090
0.010
t.039S5

40

3105
0.0337
230

3.105 x 04’
4,OSixlO’°

3.105

2.220x 10°
0.00300
5.452

0. 07950
0.1950
2.020
0.1103
0.25

0 .06400
0.04161
9 00,1
05.43
10-i
100

0.0352?
0.03215
0. 0109 3

2,205x 10’
3,SStx It5
0.30?x Dr

900,1
1.233x ll
5.101 x It0
2.344 x 00-n

00_S
S.608x I05

52.43
0.03513

0.405 x It’

2.411
O Vbx I0

te obtain

miles per boor.
centimeters per eec,
bolometee 5 per hour,
bones per blur,
meltrs per minute.
miles per boon.
miles per mmdc.
per ceni grade,
cms, per sec. p0’ sec.
bms, per hr. per sec.
meters per sec. per see,
moles per bn. per sec.
enigish thermul cells.
ergu,
he,se’pomer’heurs,
holes.
bIlovam’caterim.
kilegeum’melers,
bile ma It. boo rs.
0,t.units per minute.
tnne’poueds pen sec.
herso-puwer.
kg-calories per mm,
bun wales,
S,t,iunils per minute,
borse-peeer.
hg,’calertes pen mm.
liltesqells.
dollars U. 5.,
marbs German,
pounds slerog. Bnil..
rods,

cubic centImeters.
cubic leet.
cubic inches.
cumblc meters.
cubic yards.
lIters
piotsllq..
qourts liq..
cebic test per seceed
beers per second,
hoes per square inch
aba mpene’turns.
nmptre’terns.
umpenu’temns per Inch.
lInt
pioesliq..
grains at..
grams,
pennyweitbts Inny
dynes.
gnuinstney.
hlloroms.
micrograms.
000cns.
ounces Iroy.
peundnls,
peunds.
Briuish thermal suits,
British thermal onits.
ergs,
Ieee-pee edt
jeules
kilogram-calories.
hue gram-meters
peeuds per Inch,
pee nds pee cubIc fact.
peondspencubic inch.
pounds per toil-test.

acres.
sqoare teet.

100 101
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Multiply by to obtain Multiply by to obtain

_____________________________________

-- Multiply by to obtain Multiply by te obtate
heclegrams Ito Jraais. kgs.perc.aiele,c.nt. 3.sl3xlr poueds per ctbic inch, --- --.---.-

hecltlitero lot liters. .. 3.405x Ire petuads per mu. tout. ietgmhos per cm. cube Ire aftmhas per cm. ctbe, milligrams 10° groin.
hnottmettns lot aitlers. keeper meter e.0720 pounds pertoet. 2.540 megaihos per in. cube. witlihenries IOi abkeiories,
bectewatls 100 watt. kgs. per sqeon meter. - 9.67tx in utmaspbenee. iO/8 mhas per meten’graio. 00-1 berries.
hemispheres set.aiagte 0.5 sphene. "".. lt.0l bars. 0.0992 mhts per sill net. . . 1/tx iW4 stathenries.

4 spherico rtgiat aegles. "".. 3,llix 1t5 tent otwater, ulegmhas per etch cube 0.3937 iaiegsaiaus per cal. cube. milliliters it liters.
6.265 slenadiaas. - l.600x it’ aches ol mercury. megakms tO’ ehms. mullimeteis 0.1 Flalimetens.

henries Iti abloenries. 2.2040 paunds per square tt. esters Ill ceatimeters. 0.03031 aches.

Io

iaiiiiihearies. - - l.422x 10-’ pounds per square In. 3.2000 lent. . 39.37 ails.

i/Ox

inn stalheanits. kgs. per sq. etllluieler. 006 kgs. per square meter. 39.31 Itches. mils 0.002540 cenulmelers.
hersrpownu 42.44 6.0. unIts per mm. ktlalints 00° muawelis, IO1 kilemeters. . .

it inches.

33,000

laaO’peeads pen mm. kileilters lea liters. . 005 millimeters. miaer rushes 1.5 cubic tent ptn miii.

550

t001’potods pen set. kilemeters 005 cemlimetnrs. 0.0936 yards. mlaetes aegte 2.000x or radians.

1.014

berse’powermetric. 3201 OttO. meten’hilogreais 9.tOix 10’ ceatimeter’dyaes. ‘ 00 sicueds angle.

10.71

ke.ealeries Per men. oo motors. l0 centimeter-grams, months 30.42 days.
- 0.1451 kilowatts. 0.0204 mites. .. 7.233 peend’teni. 730 knees.

745.1

watts. 0093.0 yards. meters per minute IsO? centimeters per sec. 43.000 minutes.
herse-power holler - . - 33.520 B.t.u. per hoer. kllemeaers ye hoar,.. - 21.18 cemlimeters per sec. 3.280 lent per miaste. 2.020x 00’ seconds.

9.604 kilowaits. "U",.. 54.01 tent per mtuete. 0.05400 net per second. myr!agrams 00 kilegrams.
herse’pewer-batrs 2547 orinisti nhermal nails. 0.0113 teen ptr secend. U"" 0.00 kilometers per hour. myr!amnters 00 kilometers.

lOx 000 loal’pounds. 0.5390 knob pen hoer. "j.’. 0.6312t miles per hear. myriawelts It kilowatts.

Z.004x

10’ bales. 16.07 meters per minetn. meters per seceud 150.1 tool per minute.
640.7 kilegrauwcalerles. - 0.6211 miles per hoer. 3.211 teem per second. Ohms 000 ahohms.

l.lalx

00° ieiiagrammeters. lims. per hoer per sec., 27.7e cms. per sec. pen sec. 3.0 kilometers per been. I0"° megohms.
0.1451 htiowatt’iiours. - 0.9003 II. per sec. pen sec. "‘" 0.00 Inlltmeters per mtn. It’ mecrahms.

hours 50 mleeles. ‘‘"U" . 0.2770 motenspersec.pensec. 2.137 mIles per beer. I/tx 10"" siatehms.

3000

seconds. - 0.6104 miles per hr. per sec. ""U 0.03120 mites per mitten. ahms per iaieten-gram.. l08 ehahms per cm. cube.
bliomelors per miii.... - 00 kilometers per hoer. meters per sec. per sec. 1.200 loot per sec. per sot. . 100/a eicrthms p. cm. cube.

Inches 2.540 ceatimeters. hilewatls 55.01 B.t.niaitsper miii. 3.0 kms. per hetr per set. . 30.31/1 micrehms pie.cube.

10°

neils. 4.425x 004 teet’iauunds per mia. 2.231 miles per hoer per sec. " . 001.5/8 ebms per mu tent

.03

sara. 731.6 taaEpetunds per sec mhes per metnr’gram 101 ahmhes her cm. tehe. ohms per mu test 056.2 ahahmc per cm. cnhe.
inches 01 menaun 0.03242 atmesheres. 1.340 hanserpewer. 1027 megmhes p.cm.cahe. 0.1602 eicruhms p. cm. cube

0133

isetof water. 04.34 kg-colonies per mu. U..-’.. 2.5t0xI0’8 megmhos per is. cehe. 0.06524 micrshms Pr. in. cube.

345.3

bfs. per square meter. 000 watts. - . l.SSlx 1015 mhes per cii toet. i.sslx 00°o ohms per mntergram.

10.13

peuads per square tt. kilOwall-heers... 3405 Dritishthermal tries mhes per miltoae 6.OlSx ir ahmhes per cm. rube. aeiacts I drams.

0.4012

peunds persqaare ii. . . - - - - l.655x 10’ toet-poends. "‘."" 5.tlS mtgmhns p. cm. cube. 431.5 groins.
I aches nO water 0.002450 atmospheres. 1.340 hars.-pewer-baers. 05.26 megmhas per in. cube. 20.35 grams.

0.07355

lerhes et mercery. ox 000 bums. 601.5/8 mhes per metee-geam. 0.0s25 peeads.

25.40

kgs. per square meeen. 600.5 hilmgram.calaries. micratarads it-is ebiarads. ounces fled 1.105 cubic inches.

0.9761

aences persqeart in. 3.57lx lea hilograna-melers. or tarads, 0.02951 titers.
. - 5.204 peuads per sqeare II. heels 0910 lent - 9x 000 slaltarads. tuaces tray 400 grains Iray.

0.03603

peeiudspensqtare in. " 1.053 kilometers. miciograms it’ grams, " 31.10 grams.

1.052

miles. mioiltens it’ liters. 11 penaywnights tney.
mules 9.405xl0- Britisbthermainnils. ‘ 2027 yards. micoehms 000 abehms. 0.00333 poeadstrey.

000

ergs. kiels per hour 50.48 seutimetens per se. or’ meehmis. ounces pen square inch 0.0625 paneds per sq. inch.

0.1376

looo’poends. 0.606 fret persecand.
‘

00" ahms. Peuanyweighls uray.. . 24 gums tray.
2 300x 10 letlotranu-celerles 1653 kilnaasters pen bear I/Ox 1017 st010hms 1555 grams

0.1010

kulegram-meters. 0.052 eeilesper been. micnohms per cm. ceb,. io ahohms percm. cube. .. . 0.05 atnces erey.

2.716x

Ire watl-hners. ‘S"" 0.3937 microbes p. is. cube, perches masaiary. . . 24.75 cuhic iota.
lines per spare cm, .. I ganases. . ir’o ohms per meter-gram. piats dry 33.00 cable aches.

Kilegrams 960,665 dynes. liens per squareiiacia ... 0.1550 gaassts. . 0.015 ohms per cii net. puais liq. 26.07 cubic inches.

ia

grams, links eagiaeer’s 02 itches. mtcroioies per inch cube 2.540 microbes p. cm. cube. paondals 03,026 dyieos.

70.03

poendals. liikssenqeyee’s 112 lashes. microns 10" meters. 04.10 grams.

2.2046

pnends. liters lea cvic centImeters. miles t.609x 10 ceatimeters. ‘ 0.t3100 peuads.

l.101x

00-1 tans shari. 0.03530 cubic eel . . . 5208 tttt. ponds 441,023 dyaes.
kIlogram calorIes 3006 British thermal unIts 0002 culelcleches 06003 kIlometers. 7000 graies

3006 tool pounds 00 5 cubic meters. 0760 yards 4535 grams

l.SSOx

00-1 berse-power-hours. noex It" cubic yards 0000.6 eras. ‘ 00 ounces.

4163

autos. 1.1642 gallons. ‘ miles per beer 44.10 ceaeimeters per sec. 32.01 punidais.

420.6

kilogram-meters. 2.103 pines itq.. ta feet per mbyte, pseads erey 0.0220 peuads ac.
I iOlx It’5 kuiewati hers i 051 quarts liq 1461 lent per secead paced net I 35sx 00’ cnatimnter dyaes

knealoeles per aim 51.43 lool-psends persec. iltersper minute,. 5.tOSxlO"4 cuhicleetpee second, 1.0093 kilometers per hoer 13,125 ceaeieaeier’grsms.
0.09351 horse-powee. a ‘"‘ 0 t054 busts Sr bose. 0.0363 meler-kulograms.
0.00912 bilaweels, 4.403x it gallons per second, """

26.tl eeterper chute, peoads-teet squared... 421.3 kgs?cms. sqearcd.
bgs,’cms.squnred Z.lllxIt" peuads’leetsqeored. tog15 N 2.103 ioge Nor cnN. miles er hoer er 4410 cms. per sec. per sec. ‘ . .

. 144 peeads’ins.sqeared.

0.3411

pnends’inchssq’d. loge Non In N 0.4343 logioN. .. !.!... ‘ i 4si lent per sec.yer peasds-inchos squared 2.926 kgs.’cms. sqeared.
hilogram-metens,..... 0-302x 10" British thermal uaits. lumens poe sq It 1 toot-candles. i ‘soya bee, per bean per sec. 6.a4Sx 10" paeeds’tnel squared.

9.lO?x

10’ erts. 04470 M. pee sec. per sec. pounds of water 0.01602 cubic toot.

7.233

!oet’Pousds. Marks Qermaa 0.230 dollars U. 6.. miles per mieete 1602 centimeters per sec. 27.50 cubic iaches.

9.601

bates. 1233 tran F to teel per secend 0.1196 gailens,

2 72d’ :jies 0 poumlss00lwg lilt 060s3 hiloeslers per mia 2

kgs. per cebie aaeler... . 00" grams per cubic cm. macwells l0’l kilolmes. 0.6684 knits pee minute. . . 06.02 kgs. per cubIc meter,
0.06243 pounds per cahictant. megolnes 16’ muowolls. ‘‘ 50 mticsper hail. "‘‘.. s.;oi>< Ir’ pouods per cebic tech.

miuitiers 105 kilegrams. S.456x tO" pounds per mtlteet.
102
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Multiply

Incas cent.
veils.

veils perluch.

Waits .

walt-boon.

by Ii obtain

.9259 yards.
00° abodes

0/300 statenlis.
3.537x l0 abveits per cm.
1,3121< tr° stalvells per cm.

0.95502 st. onion per mb.
0I cr15 per secoed.

44.26 leeEpeunds per loin.
0.1376 bet-pounds per sec.

0.3411<111 horse-power.
0.01434 kg-calories per ole.

1 l1 kilowalls.
3.415 British thermal noito.
2655 InuI-pnonds.

1.3401< 1l hurnl’pnwer’hnurs.
1.1615 . kilegnam-calunies,

Mulliply

wall-blurt cod.

wehere
weeks

Yards

years ces000lsn
.‘

years leap

by

307.1
1 l°
10°
100

00,000
084,189

91.44

36
0.504 4
1.00
305
1760
366
1714

In obtain

hilogra no no elect.
kilewall’lnours,
noatwells,
bow ors,
mineles,
seconds.

centimeters.
eel.
inches.
unelers.
varas.
days.
hours.
days.
hours.

MoilIpry by to ohlnie

pounds per cubic inch .. 77.61 pounds per cehlc cnn.
2,1801<100 hgs, per cubIc meter.

. . 1121 peunds per cubic ant.

.. 5.4251< 00 pounds per nil bet,
peonds pee leo! 1.460 lies. per melon.
pounds perinch 110.6 crams per cnn.
poends per mit toni . . . . 2,3061<100 grams per cohlc cm.
pnondo per sqoare eel . 0.00602 leel at water.

4.002 kes. per sqoare meter.

s.944x1o-a

pnundspersq.iuch.
pneedo per sqoareinch. 0.06104 alniosploeres.

2.301 eel nI waler.
2.036 Inches el mercory.

113.1

kos. pee square meter.
144 p050dspersq.loet.

ponds seen. British . 4.0665 deliars 00. S..
25.22 Iranco French.
20.44 marks Germun.

Quadrants anole. . 90 deorols.
... 5400 minoles.

1.571

radians.
qnnnts dry 07.20 cobic Inches.
qearlsllq. 57.75 coblc Inches.
qolelais 100 pounds.
qoires 25 sheets.

Radians 51.30 degrees.

3430

minutes.
0.s37 qoadrants.

radians per secend . 57.30 degrees per secnnd.

0.1592

reeeiutiens pee dc.

9.540

revolutions per mie.
radians pee sec. per sec 513.0 revs, per m in. per mie.

9,545

eevs. per mm. per sec.

0.1591

revs, per sec. per sec.
reams 500 sheets.
revebulines 360 decrees.

4

quadraeis.

0.213

radians.
revubeliens per minnIe.. 0 degrees per second.

. . 8.1047 radIans per second.

. . 0.01661 reeoiolinns per see.
revs, per mis. per mm.. 1.745 x I 11 rods, per sec. per sec.

.

lush revs.permin.persec.
2.7701< I r4 roes, per sec. per sec.

reenisletus per second.. 361 degrees per second.
6.213 radians per second.

.. 00 revs. per mieeee.
revs, per sec. per net.. . s.203 cads, per sec. per eec,

3600

revs. per loin, per. mOo.
50 des, per em, per sec.

reds is.s bet.

secobudsangle 4.t4tx 101 radians.
spheres tubed unele . 12,57 steradians.
ephenical right angles . . 0.25 hemispheres.

. . 0.125 spheres.
1,571 sleradians.

sqeare ceetimeeers I ,n13x I 0 cmnoular mits.

l.OlOx

101 square leet.

0.0551

square ieches

1

0-v square colors.

000

squsre miiihnoetens,
sq. cms.’ceps. sqd 0.12402 sq. inches-Inches sqd.
sqeure beet 2,295x 1 0 acres.

929.0

sqeare centimeters,

144

squareloches.

0.05290

square meters

3,5071<

il-° square miles,

.1290

square uaras.

0/9

square yards.
sq. ceo-feel sqd 2,0141< 00’ sq. inches’inches sqd.
square inches I,273x 10e circular mitt.

104

Multiply by

sqouee inches cent. . . 5.452

5,5441<90-i10°s45.2

sq. ieches-eechessqd. 41.62
. 4.1231< 101

square kilemeters 241,1
io.isxir

100
0.3061

1,lssxion

squaremelers 2,47lx10’

10.7643.1011<1011.191

sqeare miles 640

2701xl0e2.5913,093.040,453.lsOxloc

uquareelilbnneters . l.973x111

0.01l,s5ox1o-

square mils 1.213

5,452x1t100’’

squarevorus 1000771

7.111140.0000002765.051339

square yards 2,011< 15’

0.03613,l2lxir1.1664

slelunoperes l/3102

l/3xlF5

stalceulomhs I /31< uric

0/3xie-

slatfarads I/Ox 10h1

1/91<00-snl/sxir

staihenries 9x 1020

51<10"Sxuol’

slaleloms Ox 0020

OxlO’9xi0’91<00"

staiveils 31<1010

300

sleradiaes 0.1592

0.019510.s3ss

nieces 102

Temp. degs. C.+273 1
".j-1i0 i.e

temp. degs. F. +410 I
-32 5/0

lsnslulg illS

2240

taesse!ric ins

2205

Inns shenl 017.2

2000

Ions short per sq.il.. 0705
13.09

tons shorn per uq.ie,. l.400x lee
. 2000

locus 2.1117

33.3333

000526

te ebtain

sqearo cenlinoelers.
square eel.
square miPs.
square mmblimeeers.
sq. ces.-cms, cqd.
sq. Oeet’leet sqd.
acres,
square lept.
square meters.
sqearn miles,
sqeare yards.
acres,
sqeare eel,
sqearl miles,
sqeare yards.
acres.
square leel,
square hiinmeters,
sqeare varas.
sqeaee yards.
circelar mils.
squnre centimeters.
square inches.
circular sits.
square centimeters.
square inches.
a cc es.
sqeare leet,
square miles,
sqeare yards.
acres,
sqeare Ieee.
sqoare meters.
square milm.
square earus.
ahainpexes.
amperes.
sbcoslemhs.
ceulembs.
ablarads,
eara ds.
sicrularads.
ahhennies.
heerles,
milliheurbes.
ahohms.
megehms.
micrehms.
ehms.
ahvoles,
veils.
hem ispheros.
spheres.
spherica right augles
liters.

abs. lemp, degs.C..
temp. degs. rahrj.
abs. temp. degs. F..
limp. deer. Cent..
hiiegrnss.
pounds.
kilograms.
p?unds.
hulegnams.
poends.
kgs. per sqeare meeen.
pounds plr sq. inch,
kgs. pen square meeer.
peunds per sq,inch,

led.
inches.
miles.
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POCKET SLIDE RULES
IndiDntor side

Dl LTZGN

I! Ill! 1 p! l l!i!l!q’I9,i 9lEl,

Cii 9 8 I 6 5 4
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Index
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I4I
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29875543 xi
Iii IllillIllIl iii!’’’! I

llI!iiij!I !!!,?u!!I!Ii!IiiJR!I.IIII!!I4
Il!! p !! l! . j! q ,I! ! 1,47

ALIjjjIl!LiA! !!I!,LIE!IELIt,4.1E._
L.EiL.II,Ntt

Right Indez-Irdicotor Horline

Inches Inches mm

1-64 .01563 .397
1-32 .03125 .794

3-64 .04688 1.191
1-16 .0625 1.587

5-64 .07813 1.984
3-32 .09375 2.381

7-64 .10938 2.778
1-6 .125 3.175

9-64 .14063 3.572
5-32 .15625 3.969

11-64 .17188 4.366
3-16 .1875 4.762

13-64 .20313 5.159
7-32 .21875 5.556

15-64 .23438 5.953
1-4 .25 6.350

17-64 .26563 6.747
9-32 .28125 7.144

19-64 .29688 7.541
5-16 .3125 7.937

21-64 .32813 8.334
11-32 .34375 8.731

23-64 .35938 9.128
3-8 .375 9.525

25-64 .39063 9.922
13-32 .40625 10.319

27-64 .42188 10.716
7-16 .4375 11.113

29-64 .45313 11.509
15-32 .46875 11.906

31-64 .48438 12.303
1-2 .5 12.700

I!iIiI!i!I!lllIl i!II!i!I. s7i
ii iiiIiIiiliIihIihIiiiiliIiIihI1IiiiIijiIiPiPiIihIiI dlh?II,iililiFiliIiPiIi?iIIIIhIiIIlilililiiIIIiI.Id,Ii Ii IiIiiiI ii iiiiihiilili IiiiIdiI ii dii ‘Iii iI,iiIiIihIihFitililiI I

iji!!i!!l!! I i!i!!i!!i!i!! i,i!!i!!i!,i!,

No. 1771 Bock of Slide

Inches Inches mm

33-64 .51563 13.097
17-32 .53125 13.494

35-64 .54688 13.890
9-16 .5625 14.287

37-64 .57813 14.684
19-32 .59375 15.081

39-64 .60938 15.478
5-8 .625 15.875

41-64 .64063 16.272
21-32 .65625 16.669

43-64 .67188 17.065
11-16 .6875 17.462

45-64 .70313 17.859
23-32 .71875 18.256

47-64 .73438 18.653
3-4 .75 19.050

49-64 .76563 19.447
25-32 .78125 19.844

51-64 .79688 20.240
13-16 .8125 20.637

53-64 .82813 21.034
27-32 .84375 21.431

55-64 .85938 21.828
7-8 .875 22.225

57-64 .89063 22.622
29-32 .90625 23.019

59-64 .92188 23.415
15-16 .9375 23.812

61-64 .95313 24.209
31-32 .96875 24.606

63-64 .98438 25.003
1 1.00000 25.400
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POCKET SLIDE RULES
1771 REDIRULEfi POCKET SLIDE RULE

Made of break resistant white plastic, it is not affected by changes in temperature o
humidity. The graduations are sharp, clear, easy to read and accurate. An exceptionally
handy pocket slide rule, it weighs only 3% of an ounce; and is 6 in. overall in length,
14 in. wide, and j in. thick. It is as convenient to carry as a fountain pen.

FRONT FACE
A - B, Cl, C - D, K

BACK FACE
5, L, T

1771. REDIRULEfi Pocket Slide Rule, 5 in., all plastic, adjustable. Furnishe4
with genuine leather sheath and Self-teaching Instruction Manual. Each,

1776 REDIRULEfi POCKET SLIDE RULE
The 15 scales on the Dietzgen 1776 Redirule Pocket Slide Rule can be used to solve

almost any engineering or scientific problem.
In addition to the scales generally found on pocket slide rules, it has a CIF and DI

scale which permits the rapid calculation of reciprocals.
FRONT FACE

DF - CF,CIF,CI,C D,L
BACK FACE

K,A - B,T,ST,S - D,DI
1776. REDIRULEfi POCKET SLIDE RULE, 5 in. acrylic plastic. All-leather

case with stainless steel pocket clip and 32 page Self-teaching Instruction
Manual. Each,

LOG LOG POCKET SLIDE RULE-ALL PLASTIC
FRONT FACE

L, K, A - B, Cl, C - D, I’, 5, T
BACK FACE

LU, LLZ, LL3

1773. LOG LOG Pocket Slide Rule, S in., all plastic. Furnished complete with
genuine leather sheath and Self-teaching Instruction Manual. Nof
Illustrated Each,

POCKET LOG SLIDE RULE-STYLE "M", LIGHT METAL
A handy, light weight, sturdy pocket slide rule. Only 6’/" long, 1W wide and

thick, it has 16 scales-S on the front face and 8 on the back face.

FRONT FACE
5, T, DF - CF, Cl, C - D, P

BACK FACE
K, A - B, L, C - LL3, LL2, LL1

In addition to the conventional pocket slide rule scales, the Pocket Log has three
Log Log scales, for numbers greater than unity, and a special Pythagorean scale, which
is very useful in trigonometric problems. Made of light weight magnesium, it is not
affected by temperature or humidity changes.
1779. POCKET LOG Slide Rule, Sin., all metal magnesium, furnished complete with

genuine leather sheath and Self-teaching Instruction Manual. Each,
1779C. Same as 1779 but in leather case with pocket clip. Each,
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